
Chapter 4

Dynamic Epistemic Games and

Epistemic Conditions

4.1 Introduction

This chapter begins by using the framework in Chapter 3 to describe a dynamic version of an

epistemic game. We then turn to epistemic conditions. As discussed in Chapter 1, new conceptual

issues arise in the dynamic setting—related to both the definition of ‘rationality’ and the definition

of ‘belief.’ This Chapter examines these issues and provides formal definitions. In Chapter 5 to

come, we discuss the associated behavior.

[NOTE: Expand on the intro here?]

4.2 Dynamic Epistemic Games

Our analysis of simultaneous move games adopted a particular decision-theoretic criterion: a player

maximizes her subjective expected utility given her beliefs about the strategies her co-players will

choose. This led us to particular a particular formalization of an epistemic game, where each type was

associated with a probability measure on the set of strategies-cross-types of her co-players. Likewise,

the decision-theoretic criterion we will adopt for dynamic games will guide the formalization of a

dynamic epistemic game.

To illustrate, we use the version of CoMOO depicted in Figure 4.1. There are two changes relative

to Figure ??: First, we fix W = 3. Second, we remove Bob’s choice to stay home; it is no longer

crucial for our discussion. We remind the reader of three notational conventions: First, whenever

only one player has a non-dummy move in an action profile, we abuse notation and write that

player’s action instead of the full profile: as a result, in the game of Figure 4.1, we denote by (In)
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Figure 4.1: Clash of the Musicians with an Outside Option

the history that follows Ann’s initial choice of In. Second, recall that � denotes the empty (initial)

history, and that {�} is a (singleton) information set for every player i. Third, if no confusion will

arise, we denote singleton information sets {v} (where v is a history) simply by v. Invoking these

three conventions, in the game of Figure 4.1, Ann’s and Bob’s family of information sets can be

written simply as Ha = Hb = {�, (In)}.

Suppose we naively adopt the decision-theoretic criterion of Chapter TK (i.e., the simultaneous-

move analysis). That criteria can be viewed as an atemporal subjective expected utility maximization—

or, an ex ante subjective expected utility maximization. It requires that Bob maximize his subjective

expected utility given his beliefs about the strategy Ann chooses. In this case, Bob may be indi↵er-

ent between c and m. Notably, he will be indi↵erent between c and m if he assigns zero probability

to {In-C, In-M}, i.e., if he assigns probability zero to the event that his choice between c and m

‘matters.’ When Bob assigns zero probability probability to {In-C, In-M}, he assigns zero prob-

ability to the simultaneous move game being reached and, as such, he assigns zero probability to

being called upon to move. But, in fact, if Bob were called upon to move, he may not be indi↵erent

between c and m.

By contrast, here we will adopt the principle of sequential rationality : This requires that Bob

hold a belief at each of his information sets and maximize his subjective expected utility given his

belief. Thus, it ensures that Bob will not be indi↵erent between actions only because he expects

that he will never be called upon to make the choice.

To implement the principle of sequential rationality, we will make use of conditional probability

systems (Chapter 4). As discussed there, player i’s first-order beliefs will be represented by a

conditional probability system (CPS) on the set of strategies her co-players choose. The conditioning

events correspond to player i’s information sets; specifically, they correspond to the sets S�i(h), for

every h 2 Hi. A strategy can satisfy the principle of sequential rationality given a (first-order) CPS

if the strategy maximizes the player’s subjective conditional (subjective) expected utility given the

(first-order) beliefs she holds at each h 2 Hi.

We will have more to say about this representation of beliefs, as well as about the principle of
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sequential rationality. See Remark 4.1 and Section 4.3 respectively. But, first, here, we use the idea

to guide the formalization of a dynamic epistemic game.

4.2.1 Dynamic Epistemic Games: Definition

Fix a dynamic game �. As discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.1), for each player i, this induces a

basic set of uncertainty S�i and conditioning events

S�i = {S�i(h) : h 2 Hi} . (4.1)

That is, for each player i, (S�i,S�i) is the basic (or first-order) domain of uncertainty induced by

�.

A (dynamic) epistemic game consists of (�, T ), where T is an (S�i,S�i)i2I -based type

structure. For simplicity, we will typically refer to T as a �-based type structure. Let us review

what such a structure involves.

Definition 4.1 Fix an extensive-form game � that induces strategy sets (Si)i2I and conditioning

events (Si)i2I . A �-based type structure (or, a type structure for �) is an (S�i,S�i)i2I-based

type structure T = (S�i,S�i, Ti,�i)i2I . That is, for each i 2 I,

(i) Ti is a compact metric type set, and

(ii) �i : Ti ! C(S�i ⇥ T�i,S�i ⇥ T�i) is a continuous belief map.

To simplify notation, for every h 2 Hi, we write �i,h(ti) for the conditional probability measure

�i(ti)(·|S�i(h)⇥ T�i).

Example 4.1 Consider the game of CoMOO in Figure 4.1. Let T be a CoMOO-based type struc-

ture with (i) type sets Ta = {ta, t0a, t
00
a
} and Tb = {tb, t0b, t

00
b
}, and (ii) belief maps given by Figure 4.2.

In Figure 4.2, the entry corresponding to the row labeled t00
a
and the column labeled (In) describes

to �a,(In)(t
00
a
): it indicates that, conditional on reaching the simultaneous-move subgame, type t00

a

assigns equal probability 1

2
to the strategy-type pairs (m, tb) and (c, t0

b
). The entry corresponding to

the row labellled tb and the column labelled � describes �b,�(tb), and indicates that, at the beginning

of the game, type tb of Bob assigns equal probability 1

2
to (In-C, ta) and (Out-M, ta).

Observe that �a,� = �a,(In). This must be the case since Ann is the only player who has a

non-trivial move at �. On the other hand, Bob’s beliefs can change upon reaching (In). Both types

tb and t0
b
of Bob initially assign strictly positive probability to the event that Ann chooses Out at

�. Upon reaching (In), they must assign probability zero to that event. Type tb can derive his new

belief by the rules of conditional probability, because he initially assigns strictly positive probability

to the event that Ann chooses In at �. On the other hand, type tb cannot derive his new belief by

the rules of conditional probability, because he initially assigns probability one to Ann choosing Out

at �. Hence, type tb must formulate a new belief conditional upon (In). ⇤
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Figure 4.2: A type structure for CoMOO

Remark 4.1 TODO [I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT WE HAD IN MIND HERE!!!]

4.3 Rebuilding the Ingredients: Rationality

As discussed above, in a dynamic game, rationality ought to capture the principle of sequential

rationality. A CPS-based type structure will allow us to capture this principle.

Definition 4.2 Say a strategy si 2 Si(h) is optimal under pi 2 C(S�i,S�i) at h 2 Hi if, for each

ri 2 Si(h), ⇡i

�
si, pi(·|S�i(h))

�
� ⇡i

�
ri, pi(·|S�i(h))

�
. Say a strategy si is (sequentially) optimal

under pi 2 C(S�i,S�i) if it is optimal under pi 2 C(S�i,S�i) at each h 2 Hi(si).

Definition 4.3 Call (si, ti) (sequentially) rational if si is optimal under marg
S�i

�i(ti).

The idea is that a strategy-type pair (si, ti) satisfies the principle of sequential rationality if, at

each information set h 2 Hi allowed by si, si maximizes player i’s subjective (conditional) expected

utility given the first-order beliefs she holds at h, viz. marg
S�i

�i,h(ti). Let

Ri = {(si, ti) 2 Si ⇥ Ti : (si, ti) is rational} (4.2)

be the set of rational strategy-type pairs (si, ti) for player i.

How should we interpret Definition 4.3, i.e., the requirement that a strategy is sequentially opti-

mal given a first-order CPS pi = marg
S�i

�i(ti)? What does this statement mean in terms of a

player’s behavior and reasoning process? There are two natural interpretations: a forward-looking

interpretation and an interpretation based on a folding-back procedure.
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Begin with, what we will call, the forward-looking interpretation: At the beginning of the game

(i.e. at the information set {�}), player i chooses an action and, at the same time, plans a contin-

uation strategy so as to maximize her expected utility given her initial beliefs, viz. pi(·|S�i). Now

suppose that, after �, an information set h 2 Hi is reached. If player i initially expected h to be

reached—that is, if pi(S�i(h)|S�i) > 0—then, by the dynamic consistency property of expected-

utility preferences, the plan that i formulated at � must specify an action and a continuation plan

that are jointly conditionally optimal given pi(·|S�i(h)). This means that player i will be willing to

carry out her plan at h. If instead h was unexpected—that is, if pi(S�i(h)|S�i) = 0—then player i

chooses an action and formulates a plan to maximize conditional expected utility given pi(·|S�i(h)).

This process is repeated for all information sets that are reached in the process of game play. To

say that si is sequentially optimal given pi means that si records the optimal action choices (as

determined above) along every path of play allowed by si.

In this interpretation, at the beginning of the game, player i does not formulate a plan for informa-

tion sets h that she assigns zero prior probability to, i.e., at information sets with p(S�i(h)|S�i) = 0;

the planning is deferred until h is actually reached. However, we may equivalently assume that player

i does plan for an information set h with p(S�i(h)|S�i) = 0, and she does so by maximizing her

conditional expected utility given pi(·|S�i(h)). With this stipulation, the following is true: for each

information set h consistent with her own play, if h is in fact reached, what player i planned for at

h remains conditionally optimal.

For example, in CoMOO, suppose that Ann’s CPS assigns probability one to c at each of Ann’s

information sets (updating is trivial). Then, In-C is sequentially optimal for Ann. This can be

interpreted as follows: Ann chooses In at �, and plans to choose C in the subgame. Furthermore,

Ann’s initial choice of In causes the subgame to be reached; there, C is indeed optimal given

Ann’s conditional beliefs. Similarly, suppose Bob’s CPS assigns probability one to Ann choosing

Out conditional on Sa(�) = Sa, and probability one to In-M conditional on Sa(In). Then, m is

sequentially optimal for Bob. This can be interpreted as follows: at the initial node, Bob plans to

play m if, unexpectedly, the subgame is reached. Furthermore, if Ann does choose In, Bob’s planned

action m is indeed optimal given her conditional beliefs.

Now turn to the folding-back interpretation: Here, Player i constructs a (subjective) decision

tree by attaching move probabilities to the actions of her opponents. She does so by using the

CPS pi. Then, she applies a standard “folding-back” (or “dynamic programming”) procedure to

construct an optimal strategy s⇤
i
. To say that si is sequentially optimal under pi then means that

si is realization-equivalent to s⇤
i
.1 In this interpretation, si represents a plan formulated before the

game is played. However, by construction, at any information set allowed by si, the action specified

by si is optimal, given the CPS pi and the continuation plan specified by si.

To better understand this interpretation, refer back to CoMOO. Suppose that Ann’s CPS assigns

probability one to m at each of her information sets. The folding-back procedure works as follows:

1Recall that two strategies si, ti 2 Si of player i are realization-equivalent if, for every s�i 2 S�i, ⇣(si, s�i) =
⇣(ti, s�i). See 2.3.
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first, Ann constructs a subjective decision tree in which m is chosen with probability one. Then,

looking the information set (In), Ann finds that the optimal action there is M . Therefore, Ann

can replace the simultaneous-move subgame with the payo↵, 1, which she expects to get given his

planned action and his belief about Bob’s action. Finally, looking at the initial node, her optimal

action is Out . Thus, the folding-back procedure yields the strategy s⇤
a
= Out-M as the unique

optimal plan given her CPS. Therefore, Out-M is sequentially optimal given the CPS, and so is the

realization-equivalent strategy Out-C.

Notice, both interpretations involve planning future actions. We may view this as forming beliefs

about one’s own future behavior. Of course, in Definition 4.1, a type of player i does not have beliefs

about i’s play; the idea of planning future actions is only an interpretation of the decision theoretic

criterion. But, alternatively, such beliefs may also be formally modeled. One way to do so is to

assume that each player has a CPS on S, the set of strategy profiles, as opposed to S�i. For most

of our analysis, it will not be necessary to model these beliefs explicitly. However, in Chapter TK,

we will see that modeling these beliefs will be useful for analyzing the logic of backward induction.

Finally, note that the forward-looking interpretation of sequential rationality naturally leads

to the requirement that continuation strategies be optimal at every information set that is not

ruled out by prior moves. For instance, in CoMOO, both strategies Out-M and Out-C of Ann

are consistent with this interpretation. On the other hand, the folding-back interpretation by itself

leads to strategies (such as Out-M in CoMOO) that are conditionally optimal at all information

sets. We then intentionally deem “sequentially optimal” all strategies that are realization-equivalent

to a strategy consistent with folding back (thereby reallowing Out-C as well in CoMOO). We do so

because—independently of the behavior of other players—what strategy si specifies at an information

set that is ruled out by si’s prior moves cannot a↵ect the outcome. Even in the folding-back

interpretation, specifying such actions optimally is best viewed as part of a procedure that determines

optimal behavior in the tree. Furthermore, when coplayers try to predict player i’s behavior in order

to assess the value of their own choices, what i plans to do at information sets ruled out by his own

plan is irrelevant. For example, when Bob, at the beginning of the game, assesses the value of going

to Chopin’s concert, he only has to assign probabilities to three mutually exclusive events: Ann stays

Out , Ann goes In and to Chopin’s concert, Ann goes In and to Mozart’s concert. When the values

is reassessed in the subgame, Bob assigns conditional probabilities to the latter two events. Bob has

no need to break down the probability of Out as a sum of the probabilities of the two strategies

prescribing the initial choice Out . In other words, to compute Bob’s sequential best replies, it does

not matter whether Sa is interpreted as the set of strategies of Ann, i.e, {In,Out}⇥ {C,M}, or the

set of classes of realization-equivalent strategies, i.e., {Out , In-C, In-M}.

Connections 4.1 Virtually all equilibrium concepts for extensive games view “sequential rational-

ity” as optimality conditional on all information sets. Why is that? Refer back to Connection 2.1 in

Chapter 2: Under the equilibrium approach, a player’s strategies determine her co-players’ beliefs.

To say that the profile (Out-M,m) is a subgame-perfect equilibrium means, in particular, that Bob
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expects Ann to choose M in the subgame. Thus, requiring that a player’s choices be optimal at all

information set is essentially a way to require that her co-players believe that, even if player i were

to deviate from the proposed equilibrium, she would still behave optimally.

We have no need for this round-about way of restricting co-players’ beliefs. If we wish to assume

that co-players continue to believe in player i’s rationality, we can do so explicitly and directly via

restrictions on the co-players’ types. In fact, we shall do just that in Section 4.7, without assuming

equilibrium beliefs. This frees up to adopt a notion of sequential rationality that is silent about

behavior at unreachable information sets. ⇤

4.4 Rebuilding the Ingredients: Belief

We have seen that the dynamic nature of the game requires that we rethink what we mean by

‘rationality.’ Specifically, because of the dynamic nature of the game, a player may learn information

that, ex ante, she assigned zero probability to. This information necessarily causes her to re-think

her belief and, in so doing, may cause her to re-evaluate whether a particular strategy is vs. is not

optimal.

Likewise, the dynamic nature of the game requires that we rethink what we mean by ‘belief.’

In a simultaneous move analysis, a type believes an event if she simply assigns probability one to

the event. But, in a dynamic game, a player may learn information that, ex ante, she assigned zero

probability to. As such, at some information set, she may assign probability one to the event, but,

at a di↵erent information set, she may not. With this in mind, we cannot simply say that a player

believes an event if she assigns probability one to the event. Instead, we will talk about whether the

type believes an event conditional upon information.

Definition 4.4 Fix a conditional probability space (⌦,F) and a conditioning event F 2 F . A CPS

p 2 C(⌦,F) believes E ✓ ⌦ conditional on F

(i) E is Borel, and

(ii) p(E|F ) = 1.

This says that the CPS p 2 C(⌦,F) believes E if the measure p(·|F ) believes E in the sense of

Definition TK in Chapter TK.

Definition 4.5 A type ti believes E�i ✓ S�i ⇥ T�i conditional on h 2 Hi if �i(ti) believes E�i

conditional on S�i(h)⇥ T�i.

Given an information set h 2 Hi and some E�i ✓ S ⇥ T�i, write

B i,h(E�i) = Si ⇥ {ti 2 Ti : ti believes E�i at h} (4.3)

for the event that i believes E�i at h 2 Hi.
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In the following, we will consider belief conditional on specific information sets—or, more pre-

cisely, conditional upon collections of information sets. Definition 4.5 is the basic building block

for such definitions. We next provide an overview of the extent to which such definitions capture

strategic reasoning.

4.4.1 Strategic Reasoning: An Overview

Fix a dynamic epistemic game (�, T ). Much as in Chapter TK, we will consider the requirements

that

(i-1): player i is rational;

(i-2): (i-1) and player i ‘thinks’ (j-1) for each player j 6= i;

(i-3): (i-2) and player i ‘thinks’ (j-2) for each player j 6= i;

Requirement (i-1), i.e., that player i is rational, will correspond to the requirements that (si, ti)

is a (sequentially) rational strategy-type pair. To specify requirements (i-2), (i-3), etc. . . , we must

first specify what we mean by the requirement that i ‘thinks’ her co-players are rational, etc. Due to

the dynamic structure of the game, there are several possible approaches. In this chapter, we focus

on three.

We begin with an extreme where i ‘thinks’ her co-players are rational if, at the start of the game,

she believes her co-players are rational. This concept will be called initial belief of rationality; in the

terminology of Definition 4.5, it corresponds to belief conditional on � (i.e., the initial information

set). This concept leads to the notion of rationality and common initial belief in rationality (RCIBR)

that we study in Section 4.5. RCIBR is a useful benchmark. In many ways, it is the closest analog

to RCBR in simultaneous move games.

We see initial belief as an interesting and natural benchmark. But, arguably, it does not ade-

quately capture “fully strategic behavior.” To understand why, observe the following: Initial belief

of rationality only explicitly requires that i believes her co-players are rational at one information

set—the information set that corresponds to the start of the game. At other information sets, it

imposes no explicit restrictions on how i reasons about the rationality of her co-players. There are

implicit restrictions on how i reasons. Specifically, if i observes information that is consistent with

her prior belief, she must continue to believe that her co-players are rational. However, even so,

there is no restriction on i’s belief, conditional upon an unexpected event. Thus, i may initially

believe that her co-players are rational and forgo that hypothesis after observing an unexpected

event—even if that event is consistent with her co-players being rational.

This fact leads us to study a second extreme where i ‘thinks’ her co-players are rational if, at

each information set, she believes her co-players are rational. This concept will be called full belief

of rationality; in the terminology of Definition 4.5, it corresponds to belief conditional on all h 2 Hi.

This concept leads to the notion of rationality and common full belief of rationality. However, as we
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will see in Section 4.6, this approach is not fruitful. Full belief is a natural first-step to capture “fully

strategic behavior.” But, it turns out to be the wrong step for this purpose: Even in simple games,

it may be impossible to fully believe rationality; in particular, the evidence may be inconsistent with

the rationality of co-players.

With this in mind, we turn to a third approach—one that lies between the two extremes. We say

that i ‘thinks’ her co-players are rational if she maintains a belief that her co-players are rational,

provided it is not explicitly falsified by the evidence. This concept will be called strong belief. Under

strong belief of rationality, i believes her co-payers are rational (R�i) conditional on every informa-

tion set that is consistent with rationality (R�i). So, in particular, i will always believe rationality

(R�i), unless some co-player chooses an action that is inconsistent with sequential rationality. This

idea leads to the notion of rationality and common strong belief of rationality that we study in

Section 4.7. In Section ??, we will see that RCSBR captures a form of forward-induction reasoning.

In Chapter 5, we will draw a connection between RCSBR and the backward-induction algorithm.

Of course, one can analyze other epistemic conditions—possibly (but not necessarily) motivated

by statements (i-1), (i-2), . . .. We discuss some of these possibilities in Connections and Exercises.

Chapter TK will revisit the epistemic conditions in a richer environment.

4.5 Initial Belief of Rationality

We begin by formalizing the notion of initial belief, i.e., belief at the beginning of the game. As with

the case of conditional belief, we first define the concept for arbitrary CPSs. Recall, if (⌦,F) is a

conditional probability space, then ⌦ 2 F .

Definition 4.6 Fix a compact metric space ⌦ and a countable collection F fo clopen conditioning

events. A CPS p 2 C(⌦,F) initially believes E ✓ ⌦ if p believes E conditional on ⌦.

We now apply initial belief, so that it corresponds to belief at the start of the game. Recall, we

restricted attention to multistage games of perfect recall. In this class of games, � 2 Hi, for each

player i. Thus, S�i ⇥ T�i = S�i(�) ⇥ T�i 2 S�i ⇥ T�i or, in words, S�i ⇥ T�i is a conditioning

event. With this in mind, we apply the concept of initial belief:

Definition 4.7 Ben-Porath (1997) A type ti initially believes E�i ✓ S�i ⇥ T�i if �i(ti) initially

believes E�i.

This says that a type ti initially believes E�i if the initial hypothesis �i,�(ti) believes E�i. The event

that i initially believes E�i corresponds to the event that she believes E�i at the initial information

set h = �, i.e., to Bi,�(E�i) in Equation (4.3).

We now formalize (i-1), (i-2), etc. . . in Section 4.4.1, as comprising rationality and common initial

belief of rationality. Toward that end, note that the event that set R1

i,�
= Ri, where Ri is the set of
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sequentially rational strategy-type pairs (as defined in Equation (4.2)). For each m � 1, define

Rm+1

i,�
= Rm

i,�
\ B i,�(R

m

�i,�
).

Definition 4.8 For each m � 1, Rm+1

�
is the set of states at which there is rationality and mth-

order initial belief of rationality (RmIBR). The set
T

m�1
Rm

�
is the set of states at which

there is rationality and common initial belief of rationality (RCIBR).

The assumptions of RmIBR and RCIBR are immediate extensive-form counterparts of RmBR and

RCBR, analyzed in the context of simultaneous-move games (Chapter TK). The notion of “ratio-

nality,” i.e. expected-payo↵ maximization, is replaced by “sequential rationality” in the sense of

Definition 4.3. The notion of “belief” is replaced with “initial belief;” both concepts can be viewed

as ex ante belief. With this in mind, we will take RCIBR as our benchmark epistemic condition—not

because we necessarily expect it to prevail, but because it is a convenient starting point for further

analysis. We begin by examining its implications in two epistemic games.

Example 4.2 Consider the epistemic game (�, T ), where � is CoMOO (Figure 4.1) and T is the

�-based type structure given in Figure 4.2. There,

Ra = ({Out}⇥ {ta, t
00
a
}) [ {(In-C, t0

a
)} and Rb = ({c}⇥ {tb, t

00
b
, t000

b
}) [ {(m, t0

b
)}.

(Recall, we do not distinguish between the realization-equivalent strategies Out-C,Out-M ; instead,

we refer to them both as Out .) Of course, R1

a,�
= Ra and R1

b,�
= Rb.

Turn to initial belief of rationality: At �, type t00
a
assigns probability 1

2
to the irrational (m, tb).

But, types ta, t0a each assign probability one to rational strategy-type profiles at �. Thus, B a,�(R1

b,�
) =

Sa ⇥ {ta, t0a} and

R2

a,�
= Ra,� \ B a,�(R

1

b,�
) = {(Out , ta), (In-C, t

0
a
)}.

Turning to Bob, at �, type tb assigns probability 1

2
to the irrational (In-C, ta). On the other

hands, types t0
b
, t00

b
and t000

b
each assign probability one to rational strategy-type profiles at �. Thus,

B b,�(R1

a,�
) = Sb ⇥ {t0

b
, t00

b
, t000

b
} and

R2

b,�
= Rb,� \ B b,�(R

1

a,�
) = {(c, t0

b
), (m, t00

b
), (c, t000

b
)}.

Now notice that, at �, ta and t0
a
each assign probability one to strategy-type pairs consistent with

rationality and initial belief of rationality (i.e., in R2

b,�
). Likewise, at �, types t0

b
, t00

b
and t00

b
all assign

probability one to strategy-type pairs consistent with rationality and initial belief of rationality (i.e.,

in R2

a,�
). Thus, a standard induction argument establishes that, for each m � 2, Rm

a,�
= R2

a,�
and

Rm

b,�
= R2

b,�
. Consequently, the predictions from RCIBR are {Out , In-C}⇥ {c,m}. ⇤

Example 4.3 Let � be the three-legged centipede game in Figure 4.3 and T the type structure in

Table 4.1. We refer to the non-terminal histories as �, (L), and (L, `), corresponding to the first,
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second, and third nodes. (Recall, we omit dummy actions in our description of the histories.)

rAnn L

D

2,1

rBob `

d

1,4

rAnn L
0

D
0

4,3

3,5

Figure 4.3: A three-legged centipede game

�a � (L, `)

ta (d, tb), 1 (`, t0b), 1

t
0
a (`, t0b), 1 (`, t0b), 1

t
00
a (d, t0b),

1
2 ; (`, t

0
b),

1
2 (`, t0b), 1

�b � (L)

tb (D, ta), 1 (L-D0, t0
a
), 1

t0
b

(D, ta), 1 (L-L0, t00
a
), 1

Table 4.1: A type structure for the Centipede game of Figure 4.3.

We begin with the rational strategy-type pairs in (�, T ). For Ann, this is the set R1

a,�
= Ra =

{(D, ta), (L-D0, t0
a
), (L-D0, t00

a
)}.2 Notice that playing L-L0 is irrational for each type of Ann: at the

history (L, `), L0 is a strictly dominated action. For Bob, this is the set R1

b,�
= Rb = {(d, tb), (`, t0b)}.

Both types tb and t0
b
initially expect Ann to play D. However, upon observing Ann play L, they

di↵er in what choice they think Ann will subsequently make. In particular, t0
b
believes that Ann will

play L-L0 and, thus, ` is sequentially optimal for t0
b
.

Next we turn to initial belief of rationality. Notice, ta and t0
a
both initially believe that Bob is

rational (R1

b,�
= Rb). However, t00

a
does not. In particular, t00

a
initially assigns positive probability to

the irrational (d, t0
b
). Thus, Ba,�(R1

b,�
) = Sa ⇥ {ta, t0a} and so R2

a,�
= {(D, ta), (L-D0, t0

a
)}. On the

other hand, tb and t0
b
both initially assign probability one to sequentially rational strategy-type pairs

of Ann, i.e., to (D, ta) and (L-D0, t0
a
) respectively; hence, Bb,�(R1

a,�
) = Sb ⇥ Tb, and so R2

b,�
= R1

b,�
.

Since R2

b,�
= R1

b,�
, Ba,�(R2

b,�
) = Ba,�(R1

b,�
). Thus, R3

a,�
= R2

a,�
= {(D, ta), (L-D0, t0

a
)}. More-

over, it is still the case that tb and t0
b
both initially assign probability one to R2

a,�
(even though

R2

a,�
( R1

a,�
). Thus, Bb,�(R2

a,�
) = Bb,�(R1

a,�
) and so R3

b,�
= R1

b,�
. In fact, for each m � 3,

Rm

a,�
⇥Rm

b,�
= {(D, ta), (L-D

0, t0
a
)}⇥ {(d, tb), (`, t

0
b
)}.

Therefore, {(D, ta), (L-D0, t0
a
)}⇥{(d, tb), (`, t0b)} is also the RCIBR set (in the epistemic game (�, T )).

Observe that the backward-induction profile (D, d) is consistent with RCIBR; however, so is

the profile (L-D0, `). To understand why, focus on the RCIBR profile (L-D0, t0
a
, `, t0

b
). One possible

interpretation is as follows: Type t0
a
of Ann believes that—while Bob is initially certain of Ann’s

2Recall the notational convention: D stands for any one of the realization-equivalent strategies D-D0 and D-A0.
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rationality—he abandons this belief as soon as he observes Ann’s choice of L at the first node. Thus,

she believes that, by playing L, she can deceive Bob into believing that she is irrational. If she is

successful at this deception, a rational Bob will play `, which can give Ann 4 (if she plays L-D0).⇤

Initial belief of rationality only makes an explicit assumption about reasoning at the start of the

game—i.e., that at the start of the game, a type believes that her co-player is rational. However,

because each type’s beliefs satisfy the rules of conditional probability, the requirement imposes

restrictions at certain subsequent information sets: If ex ante a type assigns positive probability to

information set h being reached, then initial belief of rationality implies that the type also believes

rationality at h. More precisely, if ti initially believes Rm

�i
and �i,�(ti) assigns strictly positive

probability to S�i(h) ⇥ T�i, then ti also believes Rm

�i
conditional on h. However, importantly, ti

need not believe Rm

�i
conditional on some h that ex ante gets zero probability, i.e., some h for which

�i,�(ti) assigns zero probability to S�i(h)⇥ T�i.

This latter fact has important implications for strategic reasoning. Arguably, it implies that

initial belief need not capture “fully strategic behavior.” This can be seen in each of the previous

examples. In both CoMOO (Example 4.2) and Centipede (Example 4.3), type t0
b
initially believes

that Ann is rational. But, when Bob is called upon to move, type t0
b
assigns zero probability to

Ann being rational: In CoMOO, conditional upon observing Ann play In (that is, conditional on

Sa(In) ⇥ Ta), type t0
b
assigns zero probability to Ann being rational; in Centipede, conditional

upon observing Ann play L (that is, conditional on Sa(L) ⇥ Ta), type t0
b
assigns zero probability

to Ann being rational. This can arise because ex ante type t0
b
assigns zero probability to Bob’s

(non-trivial) information set being reached. (That is, �b,�(t0b) assigns zero probability to Sa(In)⇥Ta

in CoMOOO and zero probability to Sa(L)⇥ Ta in Centipede.) Thus, in each of these games, there

is an information set at which type t0
b
forgoes the hypothesis that Ann is rational—despite the fact

that he has observed information consistent with Ann being rational. This, in turn, has behavioral

consequences for Ann: In CoMOO, there is a type of Ann that plays Out , despite the fact that she

initially believes R2

b
. In Centipede, there is a type of Ann that plays L-L0, despite the fact that she

initially believes R2

b
. In light of this fact, we will turn next to the concept of full belief.

Connections 4.2 The fact that RCIBR does not capture fully strategic reasoning is related to the

fact that RCIBR need not lead to the backward induction (or subgame perfect) outcome. This point

was first put forth in Reny (1992), and later formalized by Ben-Porath (1997). To see this, refer again

to CoMOO and Centipede, as in Examples 4.2 and 4.3. In the former, the subgame perfect strategy

profile is (In-C, c) and, in the latter, the subgame perfect (or backward induction) strategy profile

is (D, d). We have seen that each of these are consistent with RCIBR. However, there are outcomes

consistent with RCIBR that do not correspond to subgame perfection: For instance, in CoMOO we

saw that Ann playing Out is consistent with RCIBR and, in Centipede, we saw that Ann playing

L-L0 is consistent with RCIBR. We saw that this can arise because, conditional upon observing an

unexpected event, a type of Bob (namely, t0
b
) forgoes the hypothesis that Ann is rational. However,

under subgame perfection/backward induction, conditional upon each information set, Bob must
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believe that Ann will continue to play according to subgame perfection/backward induction—even

if she has already departed from that behavior.

In fact, the same analysis points out that RCIBR is also does not imply that the players engage

in forward induction reasoning. Over the course of the next two chapters, we will see that there is

a subtle relationship between forward and backward induction. We will return to expand on these

points. ⇤

4.6 Full Belief of Rationality

Above we argued that initial belief does not capture “fully strategic behavior,” because it allows a

player to forgo the hypothesis of rationality even when that hypothesis is consistent with observed

behavior. Full belief attempts to remedy this by taking the opposite extreme.

Chapter 3 introduced the concept of full belief. (Refer back to Definition 3.3.) We now apply

the definition to a type:

Definition 4.9 Fix a �-based type structure T = (S�i,S�i, Ti,�i)i2I and an event E�i in S⇥T�i.

Say that ti 2 Ti fully believes E�i if �i(ti) fully believes E�i.

A type ti fully believes E�i if and only if it believes E�i conditional upon each h 2 Hi. In the

Centipede game of Example 4.3, type ta of Ann and type tb of Bob fully believe in their co-player’s

rationality, whereas in particular type t0
b
does not—the latter assigns probability 1 to the irrational

pair (L-L, t00
a
).

In Chapter 3, we used the concept of full belief to capture self-evident events. These were events

F that captured common full belief of some (more primitive) event E. For that task, full belief

was the right concept. However, we will now see that full belief of rationality can be conceptually

problematic, even in simple games. The next example provides an illustration.

Example 4.4 Consider a dynamic epistemic game (�, T ), where � is the game specified in Figure

4.4 and T is an arbitrary type structure based on �.

rAnn L

D

4,4

rBob `

d

1,1

rAnn L
0

D
0

0,0

3,3

Figure 4.4: A Game with an Irrational Move

Note, if (sa, ta) is rational in this epistemic game, then sa must specify D at the initial node.

Consider the history (L) at which Bob is active. This history is inconsistent with the event that

Ann is rational: that is, Ra \ (Sa((L))⇥ Ta) = ;. Thus, no type of Bob can fully believe the event

that Ann is rational. ⇤
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Example 4.4 illustrates a di�culty with taking the concept of “thinking the other player is

rational” (as in (i-2)) to be full belief of rationality. When Bob observes Ann play L, he cannot

maintain a hypothesis that Ann is rational. This is because Ann has chosen an irrational move, i.e.,

a move that is inconsistent with any rational strategy-type pair. As such, in this game, there can

be no state at which there is rationality and full belief of rationality.

This example is not special. An analogous issue arises in other games, albeit perhaps at higher

levels of reasoning. We illustrate this with the Centipede game:

Example 4.5 (Continuation of Example 4.3) Consider the Centipede game of Figure 4.3, but

now let T be an arbitrary type structure. Observe that L-L0 is not sequentially optimal under any

CPS. So, if a type of Bob fully believes that Ann is rational then, at the second node, that type

must assign probability 1 to Ann choosing D0 at the third node. So, if (sb, tb) is rational and fully

believes that Ann is rational, then sb = d.

Now notice that Ann cannot fully believe that (i) Bob is rational, and (ii) Bob fully believes

Ann is rational. If there were a type of Ann that fully believed (i) and (ii), that type must assign

probability 1 to {d}⇥ Tb at each node. But, after she observes Bob play `, she cannot do so. ⇤

In light of these examples, we conclude that full belief is not the appropriate way to capture

“fully strategic behavior.”

Connections 4.3 [NOTE: Why is there here? It should be elsewhere.] Reny (1993) proposed a

related by alternate concept: belief in rationality on the path of play. Clearly, this removes the

di�culty discussed in Examples 4.4, because no history following an irrational move can be on the

path of play, if players are assumed to be rational.

Reny (1992) defined a solution concept that intuitively captures the notion of common belief

in rationality at a collection of nodes. Battigalli and Siniscalchi (1999) translated the idea into an

epistemic formalism. Their formalism allows us to explore the following idea: let us reinterpret the

assertion that a type ti ‘thinks’ that her co-players are rational, etc., to mean that she believes that

event at every history on the path of play. We briefly sketch Reny’s result, as formalized by Battigalli

and Siniscalchi.

Consider a perfect-information game �, and call a history v 2 V relevant if (i) it is induced by a

strategy profile s such that each component si is a sequential best reply to some CPS,3 and (ii) at

least one player does not have a conditionally dominant strategy at v (that is, a strategy s⇤
i
2 Si(v)

such that Ui(s⇤i , s�i) > Ui(si, s�i) for all si 2 Si(v) and s�i 2 S�i(v)4). Thus, a relevant history is

one that is not obviously inconsistent with rationality, and where conditional beliefs matter. Let R

be the set of relevant histories and, for any epistemic game (�, T ) based on �, consider the following

3Since the property of being a sequential best reply can be characterized as a conditional dominance condition, it
is indeed correct to say that relevance is a belief-free condition. See Chapter TK and especially Proposition TK.

4By our notational convention for singleton information sets, Si(v), S�i(v) correspond to Si({v}), S�i({v}).
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events:

R1

i,R = Ri, Rm+1

i,R = Rm

i,R \

\
h2R

Bi,h(R
m

�i,R) m � 1.

Finally, assume that all payo↵s at terminal nodes are di↵erent. Then (i) there is an epistemic game

(�, T ) based on � such that
T

m
Rm

R 6= ; if and only if every history h 2 R is on the (unique)

backward-induction path, and (ii) if (s, t) 2
T

m
Rm

R 6= ;, then s induces the unique backward-

induction path.

While this is an interesting result, it only has non-trivial implications in a small set of perfect-

information games. For instance, in the Centipede game of Figure 4.3, R = {�, (L)}. If (sa, ta) 2 Ra,

then sa chooses D0 at the third node; hence, if (sb, tb) 2 R2

b,R, sb must choose d. Consequently, if

(s0
a
, t0

a
) 2 R3

a,R, then s0
a
must choose D at �. But then R4

b,R is empty, because Bob must believe

that Ann chose L at � conditional on (L), and L is inconsistent with R3

a,R. ⇤

4.7 Strong Belief of Rationality

We now turn to the third intermediate approach. We say that i ‘thinks’ her co-players are rational

if she continues to believe that her co-players are rational—even in the face of unexpected events—

provided the evidence does not explicitly contradict her co-players’ rationality. Let us consider some

of the earlier examples to clarify the idea.

Example 4.6 (Continuation of Example 4.2) Return to the dynamic epistemic game (�, T ),

where � is as in Figure 4.1 and T is as in Figure 4.2. In this game, Ann cannot observe information

about Bob’s move. As such, her beliefs must be the same at at � and at (In). Therefore, if Ann

initially believes in Bob’s rationality, she continues to believe in his rationality over the course of

the game. In fact, types ta and t0
a
initially believe that Bob is rational; they maintain this belief

throughout the game. (Of course, types t00
a
does not initially believe that Bob is rational and so does

not belief rationality later in the game.)

Because Bob can observe information about Ann’s play, the situation is di↵erent for him. Bob

can begin the game with a hypothesis that Ann is rational and forgo this hypothesis conditional

upon observing Ann play In. There are three types of Bob that do initially believe that Ann is

rational: t00
b
, t0

b
and tb. The first two of these maintain a belief that Ann is rational throughout the

game. The latter does not. We now clarify.

Type t000
b

of Bob initially assigns probability one to the strategy-type pair (In-C, t0
a
)—i.e., it

initially believes that Ann plans to play In-C and expects Bob to play c in the subgame. So, t000
b

initially believes that Ann is rational. Because this hypothesis cannot contradicted by evidence,

Bayesian updating now ensures that—conditional upon observing Ann play In—type t000
b

continues

to assign probability one to the rational pair (In-C, t0
a
). Thus, t000

b
believes that Ann is rational

throughout the game. This situation is similar to Ann, who does not update her beliefs throughout

the game.
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Type t00
b
of Bob does update his beliefs over the course of the game. This type initially assigns

probability one to the strategy-type pair (Out-C, ta)—i.e., it initially believes that Ann plays Out-C

and expects Bob to play m in the subgame. So, like t000
b
, t00

b
initially believes that Ann is rational.

However, unlike t000
b
, he must forgo his hypothesis conditional upon observing Ann play In. Bayes

updating no longer pins down his belief. Instead, conditional upon observing In, he assigns prob-

ability one to the strategy-type pair (In-C, t0
a
). This too is a rational strategy-type pair for Ann.

Thus, t00
b
adopts a new hypothesis and maintains the assumption that Ann is rational.

Type t0
b
of Bob also updates his beliefs over the course of the game. Much as with t00

b
, this type

initially assigns probability one to the strategy-type pair (Out-C, ta) and, thus, initially believes that

Ann is rational. Like t00
b
, this type must forgo his hypothesis conditional upon observing Ann play In.

Conditional upon observing In, this type instead assigns probability one to the strictly dominated

strategy In-M . Thus, conditional upon observing Ann play In, type t0
b
forgoes the hypothesis that

Ann is rational.

Notice that playing In does not explicitly contradict the assumption that Ann is rational, since

In-C is sequentially optimal for type t0
a
of Ann. So, type t0

b
does not maintain a belief that Ann

is rational after observing In, despite the fact that Ann might rationally have chosen In. So, while

type t0
b
’s beliefs are consistent with common initial belief of rationality, they are not consistent with

“fully strategic behavior.” ⇤

Example 4.7 (Continuation of Example 4.3) Return to the three-legged Centipede game of

Figure 4.3, and the type structure in Table 4.1. Types tb and t0
b
both initially believe (D, ta) and, so,

initially believe that Ann is rational. They both must revise their hypothesis upon observing Ann

play L. The two types react di↵erently to this unexpected information: Type tb assigns probability

one to the rational strategy-type pair (L-D0, t0
a
). Type t00

b
assigns probability one to L-L0, a strategy

that is conditionally dominated (i.e., strictly dominated at Ann’s second information set). So, while

both types respond to the evidence that falsifies their initial belief, type t0
b
forgoes the hypothesis

that Ann is rational, while type tb continues to belief Ann is rational.

This fits into the ‘deception’ interpretation we discussed earlier. Type t0
a
of Ann believes that,

upon observing L, Bob will forgo the hypothesis that she is rational. Thus, she believes that, by

playing L, she can deceive Bob. And, indeed, she would deceive type t0
b
of Bob. However, type tb

of Bob is not fooled by Ann’s ruse. Moreover, if Ann anticipates this—as her type ta does—she is

thus led to choose the backward-induction action D. ⇤

There is a common theme across these two examples: In each example, there are types that

initially believe that the other player is rational. But, they must revise their beliefs in the face of

unexpected evidence. One type revises its belief in a way that forgoes the hypothesis of rationality,

despite the fact that the evidence is still consistent with rationality. The second type revises its belief

in a way that continues to belief that the other player is rational. We will refer to this idea—i.e.,

the idea that a player maintain the hypothesis of rationality, if it is possible—as strong belief of

rationality. As we will discuss in TBA, this captures the idea of forward induction reasoning.
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4.7.1 Strong Belief

Stalnaker (1998) and Battigalli and Siniscalchi (2002) independently proposed ways to formalize this

idea. We follow the latter, as they employ CPSs as their representation of beliefs.

Definition 4.10 Fix a compact metric space ⌦ and a countable collection of conditioning events

F . A CPS p 2 C(⌦,F) strongly believes an event E ✓ ⌦ if, for each F 2 F with E \ F 6= ;, p

believes E conditional on F .

In words, the CPS p strongly believes an event E if it believes E conditional upon learning any event

F 2 F that is consistent with it. That is, the indvidual continues to believe E, provided she does

not learn information F that is inconsistent with E. (If the individual learns that F has obtained

and F is inconsistent with E, then the individual must conclude that E cannot be true.)

Definition 4.11 Fix a �-based type structure T = (S�i,S�i, Ti,�i)i2I and an event E�i in S⇥T�i.

Say that ti 2 Ti strongly believes E�i if �i(ti) strongly believes E�i.

Given an event E�i ✓ S ⇥ T�i, write

SB i(E�i) = Si ⇥ {ti 2 Ti : ti strongly believes E�i}.

In a type structure, conditioning events correspond to set of the form S�i(h) ⇥ T�i. An event

E�i ✓ S�i ⇥ T�i is consistent with the conditioning event S�i(h)⇥ T�i if and only if there is some

strategy profile s�i that (i) allows information set h to be reached (i.e., s�i 2 S�i(h)), and (ii) is

consistent with E�i (i.e., s�i 2 proj
S�i

E�i). Thus, a type ti strongly believes E�i if it believes E�i

at each information set that can be reached when other players behave in a manner consistent with

E�i.

Recall that {�} 2 Hi, and so S�i(�) = S�i 2 S�i. Hence, the initial information set is a

conditioning event for each player. Moreover, [S�i(�)⇥T�i]\E�i = [S�i⇥T�i]\E�i = E�i. So, if

player i strongly believes E�i, she also initially believes it. But, initial belief does not imply strong

belief. We gave the idea in Examples 4.6 and 4.7. We now review.

Example 4.8 (Continuation of Example 4.6) Return to the game of CoMOO of Examples 4.2

and 4.6. Because Ann does not receive any information in the course of game play, a type of Ann

initially believes in Bob’s rationality if and only if she strongly believes it. Thus, types ta and t0
a
of

Ann both initially and strongly believe in Bob’s rationality, while type t00
a
does not.

Turn now to Bob. We said that type tb does not initially believe rationality; as such, tb does not

strong believe rationality. On the other hand, Bob’s type t0
b
initially believes in Ann’s rationality,

but does not strongly believe it. To see this, observe that the event that Ann is rational, Ra =

{(Out , ta), (Out , t00
a
), (In-C, t0

a
)}, is consistent with Bob’s information set (In). Hence, strong belief

in Ra requires that Bob assign probability one to Ra conditional on observing (In) (or, more precisely,

conditional on the event Sa((In))⇥Ta). It follows that a type of Bob who strongly believes Ra must
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assign probability one to the strategy In-C conditional on (In). However, tb believes that Bob will

play M in the subgame, and hence he does not strongly believe Ra.

That said, both types t00
b
and t000

b
strongly believe in Ann’s rationality. As observed above, both

of these types initially believe in Ann’s rationality. Type t00
b
is forced to revise his beliefs about Ann,

but does so in a way that is consistent with believing in Ann’s rationality.

Finally, type t000
b
’s initial hypothesis is not contradicted by evidence. Thus, initial belief of

rationality is su�cient to ensure strong belief in rationality. ⇤

Example 4.9 (Continuation of Example 4.7) Refer to the Centipede game of Examples 4.3

and 4.7. The two types of Ann that initially believe that Bob is rational—namely, ta and t0
a
—also

strongly believe that he is rational. At the third node, both assign probability one to (`, t0
b
). So,

at the third node, they both assign probability one to “Bob expects L-L0 to be played, conditional

upon observing (L).” In that case, playing ` is a best response for Bob. Thus, after observing Bob

play `, they continue to believe that he is rational.

Type tb and t0
b
of Bob both initially believe that Ann is rational. But, only type tb strongly

believes that Ann is rational. ⇤

4.7.2 Rationality and Common Strong Belief of Rationality

We now formalize (i-1), (i-2), etc. . . in Section 4.4.1, as comprising rationality and common strong

belief of rationality. Toward that end, define R1

i,s
= Ri and, for each m � 1, set

Rm+1

i,s
= Rm

i,s
\ SB i(R

m

�i,s
).

Definition 4.12 Fix some m � 1, Rm+1
s

is the set of states at which there is rationality and

mth-order strong belief of rationality (RmSBR). The set
T

m
Rm

s
is the set of states at which

there is rationality and common strong belief of rationality (RCSBR).

Example 4.10 (RmSBR and RCSBR in Examples 4.6) Consider the CoMOO game in Fig-

ure 4.1 and the type structure in Figure 4.2 (Example 4.2). As we noted, R1
a,s

= Ra = ({Out} ⇥

{ta, t00a}) [ {(In-C, t0
a
)} and R1

b,s
= Rb = ({c} ⇥ {tb, t00b , t

000
b
}) [ {(m, t0

b
)}. Moreover, referring to Ex-

ample 4.8, SB a(R1

b,,s
) = SB a(Rb) = Sa ⇥ {ta, t0a} and SB b(R1

a,,s
) = SB b(Ra) = Sb ⇥ {t00

b
, t000

b
}. As

such,

R2

a,s
= {(Out , ta), (In-C, t

0
a
)} and R2

b,s
= {(c, t00

b
), (c, t000

b
)}.

Now observe that there is only one type of Ann that strongly believes R2

b,s
, namely t0

a
; on the other

hand, types t00
b
and t000

b
of Bob strongly believes R2

a,s
. Therefore

R3

a,s
= {(In-C, t0

a
)} and R3

b,s
= {(c, t00

b
), (c, t000

b
)}.

Now observe that type t0
a
strongly believes R3

b,s
: This type strongly believes R2

b,s
and R3

b,s
=
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R2

b,s
. By contrast, R3

a,s
( R3

a,s
. Now, type t00

b
initially assigns probability one to {(Out , ta)} and

{(Out , ta)}\R3
a,s

= ;. Thus, this type does not initially believe R3
a,s

—a fortiori, he does not strongly

believe R3
a,s

. On the other hand, type t000
b

does strongly believe R3
a,s

. So,

R4

a,s
= {(In-C, t0

a
)} and R4

b,s
= {(c, t000

b
)}.

Inductively, for each m � 4, Rm

a,s
⇥ Rm

b,s
= R4

a,s
⇥ R4

b,s
. This also corresponds to the RCSBR

strategy-type pairs. ⇤

Example 4.11 (RmSBR and RCSBR in Example 4.7) Return to the centipede game in Fig-

ure 4.3 and the type structure in Table 4.1 (Example 4.3). As we noted,

R1

a,s
= Ra = {(D, ta), (L-D

0, t0
a
), (L-D0, t00

a
)} andR1

b,s
= Rb = {(d, tb), (`, t

0
b
)}.

We also observed above that (i) ta and t0
a
are the only types of Ann that strongly believe Bob is

rational and (ii) tb is the only type of Bob that strongly believes Ann is rational. Thus,

R2

a,s
= {(D, ta), (L-D

0, t0
a
)} and R2

b,s
= {(d, tb)}.

We will argue that, for all m � 3,

Rm

a,s
= {(D, ta)} andRm

b,s
= {(d, tb)}.

Begin with m = 3: First observe that type tb fully believes R2
a,s

. So certainly tb strongly believes

R2
a,s

; with this, R3

b,s
= R2

b,s
= {(d, tb)}. By contrast, type t0

a
does not initially believe R2

b,,s
. So

certainly t0
a
does not strongly believe R2

b,,s
. However, ta does strongly believe R2

b,,s
: Initially, ta

assigns probability one to R2

b,,s
= {(d, tb)}. Since the event R2

b,,s
= {(d, tb)} is inconsistent with the

information set (L, `) (i.e., the event that the third node is reached), strong belief in R2

b,,s
imposes

no further restrictions on conditional beliefs. Thus, R3
a,s

= {(D, ta)}.

Now assume the claim is true for m � 3. Since Rm

b,s
= Rm�1

b,s
and ta strongly believes Rm�1

b,s
,

ta also strongly believes Rm

b,s
. Thus, Rm+1

a,s
= Rm

a,s
= {(D, ta)}. Also notice that type tb strongly

believes Rm

a,s
: Type tb initially assigns probability one to Rm

a,s
= {(D, ta)}. Moroever, this event is

inconsistent with the information set (L) (i.e., the event that the second node is reached). So strong

belief in R3
a,s

imposes no further restrictions on conditional beliefs. Thus, Rm+1

b,s
= {(d, tb)}.

To sum up, in this epistemic game, there is a unique strategy profile consistent with RCSBR—

namely, (D, d). This is the backward induction outcome. ⇤
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4.8 Forward-Induction Reasoning

In the previous section, we drew a connection between the concept of “strong belief” and “full strate-

gic strategic sophistication.” We now argue that strong belief captures full strategic sophistication,

in the sense that it captures so-called forward induction reasoning.

Forward induction dates back at least to Kohlberg (1981). It is the idea that players rationalize

past behavior when possible. To be more concrete, suppose that, over the course of playing the

game, Ann observes Bob choose a particular action. If this action is a surprise, Ann will need to

form a new belief about Bob’s future play of the game. Under forward induction, Ann reasons that

Bob deliberately chose that action. Thus, she takes Bob’s past behavior as a signal for what he will

play in the future. If that behavior can be ascribed to a “strategic Bob,” Ann does so.

For instance, refer to CoMOO game in Figure 4.1 and suppose that Bob observes Ann play In.

This choice can be interpreted as Ann sending the following message to Bob: “I had the opportunity

to get 3 for sure, and nevertheless I decided to play in the subgame.” Thus, under forward induction,

if Bob observes In, he interprets the message in this way and concludes that Ann is playing In-C.

As such, he should play c. In fact, under forward induction, Ann expects Bob to play c and so she

should indeed play In-C.

Epistemic game theory is well-suited to capture forward induction reasoning: It provides a

language by which we can express the idea. From that, we can derive the behavioral implications of

forward induction reasoning. (See TBA.) This is the approach we take in the current chapter. While

it di↵ers from equilibrium approaches to forward induction, it does capture the ideas and solutions

pointed to in these more standard analyses. By using the language of epistemic game theory to

capture forward induction reasoning, we will see that forward induction reasoning can take on

di↵erent forms. We will distinguish between what we will call pure forward-induction reasoning and

contextual forward-induction reasoning.

Connections 4.4 In the context of equilibrium-based solution concepts, forward induction is typ-

ically viewed as an equilibrium refinement. Examples of such refinements include the intuitive

criterion Cho and Kreps (1987); Cho (1987), and notions of divinity [INSERT CITE]. Govindan and

Wilson’s (2009) forward-induction criteria can also be viewed as an equilibrium refinement.

The applied literature typically imposes forward-induction refinements, when analyzing games

of incomplete information. That said, even in the context of equilibrium-based analyses, forward

induction can be applied to games of complete information. For instance, Kohlberg and Mertens

(1986, p. 1013) apply the concept to CoMOO: They argue that, there, forward induction precludes

the BoS Nash outcome (M,m) and that this, in turn, precludes the subgame perfect equilibrium

(Out-M,m). Indeed, their forward-induction criteria can be applied to games of complete informa-

tion. (Govindan and Wilson’s can also be applied to such games.) ⇤
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4.8.1 Strong Belief and Forward Induction Reasoning

Strong belief captures the logic of forward induction: Suppose that a type of Ann, viz. ta, strongly

believes Bob is rational. Then, conditional upon observing information consistent with the event

that Bob is rational (i.e., consistent with R1

b,s
), she ascribes probability one to that event. As

we will now argue, this idea applies more generally: RCSBR captures the idea that the players

adopt a hypothesis consistent with the highest form of strategic sophistication possible. This idea

will be formalized as the best rationalization principle, described below. We begin by introducing

terminology.

Definition 4.13 Say a type ti is consistent with rationality and mth-order strong belief of

rationality if ti 2 proj
Ti
Rm+1

i,s
. A type ti is consistent with rationality and common strong

belief of rationality if ti 2 proj
Ti

T
m
Rm

�i,s
.

So, a type ti is consistent with RmSBR (resp. RCSBR) if there exists a strategy si so that (si, ti) 2

Rm+1

i,s
(resp. (si, ti) 2

T
m
Rm

i,s
).

Suppose type ti is consistent with RmSBR and fix some information set h. Note that ti assigns

probability 1 to the maximum n  m so that Rn

�i,s
\ (S�i(h) ⇥ T�i) 6= ;, i.e., the maximum level

of R(n � 1)SBR consistent the information set h. So, in particular, when type ti faces a surprise

event, she adopts a hypothesis consistent with the best RnSBR-rationalization possible, provided

n  m� 1. Likewise, if a type is consistent with RCSBR, it adopts a hypothesis consistent with the

best RnSBR-rationalization possible.

To formalize this this idea, it will be convenient to write R1
�i,s

⌘
T

m
Rm

�i,s
. Then:

Definition 4.14 Say a type ti satisfies the best rationalization principle if, for each information

set h, �i,h(ti)
�
RM(h)

�i,s

�
= 1, where M(h) ⌘ sup{m : Rm

�i,s
\ (S�i(h)⇥ T�i) 6= ;}.

The best rationalization principle requires that, at each information set, a type ascribe proba-

bility 1 to the highest level of strategic sophistication consistent with that information set. Here,

“strategic sophistication” is captured by levels of RmSBR. If an information set is consistent with

RmSBR for each m, the best rationalization principle requires that the type assign probability one

to RCSBR. However, if an information set is consistent with RmSBR but not R(m + 1)SBR, the

best rationalization principle requires that the type assign probability on to RmSBR.

We have argued that RCSBR implies the best rationalization principle. In fact, the converse also

holds.

Remark 4.2 A type ti satisfies the best rationalization principle if and only if ti is consistent with

RCSBR.

Proof. Certainly, if ti is consistent with RCSBR it satisfies the best rationalization principle. For the

converse, suppose ti satisfies the best rationalization principle. We will show that ti strongly believes

each of R1

�i,s
, R2

�i,s
, . . .: Fix some Rm

�i,s
and some information set h with Rm

�i,s
\ (S�i(h)⇥T�i) 6= ;.
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Then M(h) � m and so RM(h)

�i,s
✓ Rm

�i,s
. By the best rationalization principle, �i,h(ti)

�
RM(h)

�i,s

�
= 1

and so �i,h(ti)
�
Rm

�i,s

�
= 1.

[TODO: Exercises on the following: this vs. generalized epistemic brp. this vs. battigalli brp.]

Section TBA revisits the best rationalization principle, in light of properties of the strong belief

operator. Here, we look at two examples to illustrate the relationship between RCSBR, the “typical”

forward induction story, and the best rationalization principle.

Example 4.12 Return to Example 4.10 and recall that

Ra = ({Out}⇥ {ta, t
00
a
}) [ {(In-C, t0

a
)}.

Types t0
b
, t00

b
, t000

b
each initially believe that Ann is rational. The best rationalization principle requires

that, if Bob observes Ann play In, then Bob should assign probability one to the only rational

strategy-type pair consistent with that move—namely, (In-C, t0
a
). (To see this note that, for each

m, Rm

a,,s
✓ Ra.) Types t00

b
, t000

b
are the only types to adopt such a hypothesis and, for those types,

the unique best response is to play c. This fits with the fact that R2

b,s
= {c} ⇥ {t00

b
, t000

b
}: Notice

that R1SBR corresponds to the second-round of the typical forward induction argument. With

this, the best rationalization principle requires that Ann initially anticipate that Bob will play

{c}—a requirement implied by R2SBR. Thus, R3
a,s

= {In-C} ⇥ {t0
a
}. So put together, the best

rationalization principle—as applied to this type structure—implies that Ann plays In-C and Bob

plays c. This, of course, corresponds to the typical forward-induction story. ⇤

Let us highlight two features of Example 4.10. First, rationality and strong belief of rationality

exhaust the essential implications of forward-induction reasoning—these limited steps of reasoning

allow Bob to conclude that Ann will play In-C when he observes Ann’s choice of In. Second, when

Bob rationalizes Ann’s past behavior, he does so at a history ((In)) consistent with RCSBR for

Ann. Thus, the example does not illustrate the full force of the best rationalization principle—the

best rationalization is, in e↵ect, a full rationalization. The next example illustrates that these two

features need not hold more generally.

Example 4.13 Figure 4.5 is a Burning Money game, due to Ben-Porath and Dekel (1992): Ann

and Bob will play CoM. However, before doing so, Ann has the opportunity to either first “burn”

two of her own utils or play the “normal” CoM game. Note, Ann’s strategy Burn-M is strictly

dominated: It necessarily yields a strictly payo↵ but, by not burning money, Ann can secure a

payo↵ of 0. Thus, Burn-M is not sequentially optimal under any CPS.

The typical forward induction story proceeds as follows: If Bob observes Ann burn money, he

should expect Ann to subsequently play C. As such, he should play cb. If Ann anticipates that

Bob will reason in this way, she can expect to get a payo↵ of 2 if she burns money. As such, she

should anticipate that burning money and subsequently playing C would be better than playing

Normal -M . (The maximum payo↵ she can achieve by playing Normal -M is 1.) So, Ann should not
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Ann

�
�

�
�

�
�

Burn Normal

@
@
@

@
@
@
Bob

cn mn

Ann
C

M

4,1 0,0

0,0 1,4

Bob
cb mb

Ann
C

M

2,1 -2,0

-2,0 -1,4

Figure 4.5: Burning Money

play Normal -M . So, if Bob observes Ann not burn money, he should also expect Ann to subsequently

play C and, as such, should play cn. Thus, Ann should anticipate that Bob will play (cb, cn). With

this, Ann should not burn money.

To see how RCSBR can capture this intuition, consider the type structure in Table 4.2. Invoking

our notational conventions, Ann’s and Bob’s collections of information sets can be written as Ha =

Hb = {�, (Burn), (Normal)}. Note, since Ann does not observe Bob’s play, each of Ann’s types have

the same beliefs throughout the game.

�a � (Burn) (Normal)

ta (mb-mn, tb), 1 same same

t0
a

(cb-mn, t0b), 1 same same

t00
a

(cb-cn, t00b ), 1 same same

�b � (Burn) (Normal)

tb (Normal -M, ta), 1 (Burn-M, ta), 1 (Normal -M, ta), 1

t�
b

(Normal -C, t00
a
), 1 (Burn-M, ta), 1 (Normal -C, t00

a
), 1

t0
b

(Burn-C, t0
a
), 1 (Burn-C, t0

a
), 1 (Normal -M, ta), 1

t00
b

(Normal -C, t0
a
), 1 (Burn-C, t0

a
), 1 (Normal -C, t00

a
), 1

t000
b

(Burn-C, t00
a
), 1 (Burn-C, t0

a
), 1 (Normal -C, t00

a
), 1

Table 4.2: A type structure for Burning Money

As noted above, strategy Burn-M is not rational for Ann. On the other hand, for each of Ann’s

other strategies—i.e., sa 2 {Burn-C,Normal -C,Normal -M}—there is a type ua 2 Ta so that (sa, ua)

is rational. Likewise, for each strategy of Bob—i.e., sb = {mb-mn,mb-cn, cb-mn, cb-cn}—there is a
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type ua 2 Tb so that (sb, ub) is rational. Specifically,

R1

a,s
= {(Normal -M, ta), (Burn-C, t

0
a
), (Normal -C, t00

a
)} and

R1

b,s
= {(mb-mn, tb), (mb-cn, t

�
b
), (cb-mn, t

0
b
), (cb-cn, t

00
b
), (cb-cn, t

000
b
)}.

Note, each type of Ann begins the game assigning probability one to R1

b,s
; since Ann’s beliefs do

not change throughout the game, each of these types strong believes R1

b,s
. Thus, R2

a,s
= R1

a,s
. Each

type of Bob also begins the game assigning probability one to R1
a,s

. However, conditional upon

observing Ann burn money, types tb, t�b believe that Ann will play C. This inference is inconsistent

with forward-induction reasoning and it is also inconsistent with strong belief of R1
a,s

. All other

types of Bob strongly believe Ann’s rationality, so

R2

b,s
= {(cb-mn, t

0
b
), (cb-cn, t

00
b
), (cb-cn, t

000
b
)}.

Note, as with the typical forward induction story, rationality and strong belief of rationality implies

that Bob would play cb if he observes Ann burn.

Since R2
a,s

= R1
a,s

, R3

b,s
= R2

b,s
. The same is not true for Ann. Type ta of Ann begins the game

with a hypothesis that Bob plays mb-mn. So this type does not strongly believe R2

b,s
. All other

types do. Thus,

R3

a,s
= {(Burn-C, t0

a
), (Normal -C, t00

a
)}.

So, in keeping with the typical forward induction story, Ann plays C whether or not she burns.

Types t00
b
and t000

b
understand this fact and strongly believe R3

a,s
. But type t0

b
of Bob does not

strongly believe R3
a,s

: If t0
b
observes Ann burn, he infers that she will play C; however, if t0

b
observes

Ann not burn, he infers that she will play M . Thus,

R4

b,s
= {(cb-cn, t

00
b
), (cb-cn, t

000
b
)}.

So, Bob plays cb-cn.

Now observe that only type t00
a
believes that Bob plays cb-cn; in fact, that type strongly believes

R4

b,s
. Thus, we conclude that

R5

a,s
= {(Normal -C, t00

a
)},

so that Ann does not burn money and plays C, anticipating that Bob will play c irrespective of the

history. While types t00
b
and t000

b
make the same inferences about Ann’s strategy-type pair conditional

on any information, only type t00
b
begins the game assigning probability one to (Normal -C, t00

a
). Thus,

R6

b,s
= {(cb-cn, t

00
b
)}.
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In fact, for each m � 6,

Rm

a,s
= {(Normal -C, t00

a
)} and Rm

b,s
= {(cb-cn, t

00
b
)},

as desired.

Finally, observe that type t00
b
satisfies the best rationalization principle: At both the history h =

(�) and the history h = (Normal), type t00
b
assigns probability 1 to R1

a,s
=

T
m�1

Rm

a,s
. At this history

h = (Burn), type t00
b
assigns probability 1 to R3

a,s
; however, for eachm � 4, R3

a,s
\[Sa((Burn))⇥Ta] =.

In fact, type t000
b

is the only type of Bob that satisfies the best rationalization principe. At the

initial information set h = (�), type t000
b

does not assign probability one to R5
a,s

despite the fact that

R5
a,s

\ [Sa((�))⇥ Ta] 6=. At the information set h = (Burn), type t0
b
does not assign probability one

to R3
a,s

despite the fact that R3
a,s

\ [Sa((Burn))⇥ Ta] 6=. And so on. ⇤

Let us highlight two essential di↵erences between Examples 4.10 and 4.13. First, in Example

4.10, the assumptions of rationality and strong belief of rationality exhaust the essential implications

of forward-induction reasoning, but in Example 4.13 they do not. In particular, in Example 4.10,

rationality and strong belief of rationality allow Bob to infer—from observing In—that Ann will play

C. Likewise, in Example 4.13, rationality and strong belief of rationality allow Bob to infer—from

observing Burn—that Ann will play C. But, this alone does not allow Bob to infer that she will

also play C if she doesn’t burn. While this is a feature of forward-induction reasoning, it requires

“higher levels” of reasoning. That is, Bob cannot simply use the (continued) hypothesis that Ann is

rational to infer she will play C—he must use a hypothesis that Ann complies with “higher levels”

of RmSBR reasoning.

Second, in Example 4.10, Bob sought to rationalize Ann’s behavior at an information set consis-

tent with RCSBR; as such, the best rationalization principle required that Bob must, in fact, assign

probability one to RCSBR for Ann. However, in Example 4.10, Bob rationalizes Ann’s behavior

both at an information set consistent with RCSBR ((Normal)) and at an information set inconsis-

tent with RCSBR ((Burn)). The latter case can be viewed as a so-called “o↵-path belief” of Bob.

But, the best rationalization principle still has bite. Since R3
a,s

\ [Sa((Burn)) ⇥ Ta] 6=, the best

rationalization principle requires that Bob assign probability one to R3
a,s

at (Burn).

Connections 4.5 We have seen that a simple form of forward-induction reasoning su�ces in Co-

MOO: rationality and strong belief in rationality exhaust the essential implications of forward-

induction reasoning. In Chapter TK we will see that a similar phenomena applies in signalling

games. There, rationality and strong belief in rationality, coupled with the assumption that players

expect a given outcome to emerge, are the essential ingredients in the epistemic characterization of

the intuitive criterion of Cho and Kreps (1987). We can thus say that rationality and strong belief

thereof formalize a simple forward-induction reasoning. ⇤

Connections 4.6 Example 4.13 directly illustrates the iterative nature of forward-induction rea-

soning. First, one assumes that players are rational. Then, one adopts the simple forward-induction
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criterion that unexpected actions should be construed as part of a rational plan, if possible. The

following step is to require that unexpected actions be interpreted as part of a rational plan consis-

tent with simple forward induction, if possible. Subsequent steps proceed similarly. As is the case

for simple forward-induction reasoning, this sequence of progressively more stringent assumptions

about strategic thinking can be obtained by iterating strong belief. This iteration is precisely how

the epistemic condition of RCSBR is defined.

It is interesting to note that solution concepts that the literature views as incorporating forward-

induction principles are either iterative algorithms, or are invariant with respect to the (iterative)

deletion of ‘inferior’ strategies. For instance, Kohlberg and Mertens (1986, Proposition 6) emphasize

that their proposed notion of “strategic stability” is invariant to the iterative deletion of weakly

dominated strategies, and strategies that are “never weak best replies”. Ben-Porath and Dekel

(1992) directly adopt iterated admissibility (i.e., iterated elimination of weakly dominated strategies)

as a solution concept to analyze Burning Money and related games; Osborne and Rubinstein (1994,

pp. 111-113) state that iterated admissibility “captures” forward-induction reasoning. ⇤

[TODO: Better connection with iterated dominance criteria and exercise on this point.]

4.8.2 Pure vs. Contextualized Forward-Induction Reasoning

[NOTE: rewrite this section to bring in line with earlier writing and bring out contrast with pure]

We have argued that there is an equivalence between (a) a type being consistent with RCSBR,

and (b) a type satisfying the best rationalization principle. As such, RCSBR formalizes forward-

induction reasoning. We have also illustrated, by way of example, that RCSBR can capture the

typical forward-induction story. We will now argue that RCSBR allows for a richer set of behavior

than that typically associated with forward induction. We will see that typical stories associated

with forward induction capture only one form of forward-induction reasoning—namely, pure forward-

induction reasoning. They miss that there is a second form of forward-induction reasoning—namely,

contextualized forward-induction reasoning. We begin with an example.

Example 4.14 Once again, return to CoMOO (Figure 4.1). Now consider the type structure T
0,

with type sets T 0
a
= {ta}, T 0

b
= {t0

b
} and belief maps given as:

�a � (In)

ta (m, t0
b
), 1 (m, t0

b
), 1

�b � (In)

t0
b

(Out-C, ta), 1 (In-M, ta), 1

Note, this type structure can be viewed as a “substructure” of the type structure in Figure 4.2,

as the types are associated with the same beliefs.
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In this new epistemic game,

Ra = {(Out , ta)} and Rb = {(m, t0
b
)}.

Observe that type ta believes Rb at each information set; thus, this type strongly believes that Bob

is rational. Type t0
b
also strong believes that Ann is rational. At first glance, this may seem peculiar.

While Bob begins the game with a hypothesis that Ann is rational, her forgoes that hypothesis

upon observing her play In. The key is that Bob rationalizes Ann’s behavior whenever it is possible

to do so. In this epistemic game, when Bob observes Ann play In, he can no longer maintain the

hypothesis that Ann is rational: All types of Ann believe that Bob plays m. Thus, Bob fully believes

that Ann believes Bob plays m; as such, throughout the game, he believes that a rational Ann would

play Out . If he observes Ann play In, he must forgo the hypothesis that she is rational. So, type t0
b

does indeed rationalize Ann’s behavior when possible.

Given this,

R2

a,s
= R1

a,s
= Ra = {(Out , ta)} and R2

b,s
= R2

b,s
= Rb = {(m, t0

b
)}.

And, in fact, Rm

a,s
⇥ Rm

b,s
= Ra ⇥ Rb for each m. Thus, {(Out ,m)} is consistent with RCSBR,

contrary to the typical forward-induction story. ⇤

Let us provide a recap: We have now seen two epistemic games associated with CoMOO. In Ex-

ample 4.12 (or Example 4.12), forward-induction reasoning led the players to coordinate on Ann’s

best outcome (In-C, c). In Example 4.14, forward-induction reasoning led Ann to stay Out , antici-

pating that Bob will infer that she is irrational. How can forward-induction reasoning be consistent

with both of these situations?

To understand the di↵erence between the two situations, notice that there is a natural sense in

which the type structure T 0 in Example 4.14 is “contained” in the type structure T of Example 4.12.

In particular, there are types of Ann in T that are not in T
0. So while, in T

0, all types of Ann fully

believe that Bob plays m, in T , there are types of Ann that fully believe that Bob plays c. So, in

T , even if Bob begins the game with a hypothesis that Ann rationally plays Out , forward-induction

reasoning requires that, conditional upon observing Ann play In, Bob must believe that Ann will

subsequently play C. Put di↵erently, in T , the very fact that Ann plays In serves as a signal that

she will rationally play C. However, in T
0 is cannot, since Ann has already shown herself to be

irrational.

This raises the question: When does forward-induction reasoning lead to the typical story where

Ann plays In-C and when does it lead to a situation where she stays Out? The key is that the

type structure T
0 reflects, among others, the contextual assumption that (it is commonly believed

at every information set that), if the simultaneous-move subgame is reached, then Ann’s preferred

outcome obtains. That is: Ann believes that Bob will play m, Bob believes, upon seeing In, that

Ann will play M , and this is commonly believed at each point in the game—that is, it is fully believed
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in the sense of Section 4.6.

The key insight is that this contextual assumption interacts with the forward-induction logic of

RCSBR. While, in the type structure of Figure 4.2, there are rational strategy-type pairs of Ann that

choose In, this cannot be the case in the type structure T
0 of Example ??. Hence, it is consistent

with “best rationalization” for Bob to expect Ann to choose M in the subgame—after all, Ann

cannot possibly be rational, if one maintains the aforementioned contextual assumption.

Of course, this assumption interacts with the logic of RCIBR as well: as we noted, it is no longer

consistent with RCIBR for Ann to choose In. However, there is a qualitative di↵erence: any behavior

consistent with RCIBR in the type structure T
0 is also consistent with RCIBR in the larger type

structure T of Figure 4.2; as noted above, this is not the case for behavior consistent with RCSBR.

The reason is that, as noted in the preceding subsection, strong belief is not monotonic. A CPS

that is consistent with strong belief in Ann’s rationality jointly with the additional assumption that

“Ann believes that Bob plays m in the subgame” need not also strongly believe Ann’s rationality.5

This is not a shortcoming of the notion of strong belief. On the contrary, it is intimately related

to the logic of forward-induction reasoning. Introducing a meaningful contextual assumption places

some structure on the way players rationalize unexpected moves of their coplayers. Instead of

allowing players to seek arbitrary rationalizing beliefs, one can restrict attention to beliefs that

are consistent with some underlying assumption of interest. For instance, in a dynamic auction

application, one might impose the assumption hat players commonly fully believe that their co-

players use strategies that are suitably monotonic in their valuation or signal.6 Such an economically

meaningful assumption structures the inferences that bidders draw from unexpected behavior of their

co-players. [NOTE: This is obviously a placeholder. We really should have an application somewhere...

Also remind reader that we have a similar application in the simultaneous-move chapter(s).]

One particular form of contextual assumption is to fix a collection �i of first-order beliefs about

i’s coplayers’s strategies for each player i, and assume that it is commonly fully believed that first-

order beliefs lie in �i. We discuss this in Chapter TK.

One issue that does require care is how to answer the question, “Which strategies are consistent

with RCSBR?” As we discussed in Chapter TK, if we ask “Which strategies are consistent with

RCBR,” there are two possible answers. We might look at the behavioral predictions of RCBR

across all type structures, or we might look at its behavioral predictions in a complete type structure

[NOTE: Need to check terminology here] . Fortunately, the two answers coincide. The same applies

to RCIBR, for the reasons discussed above. However, it is clear that this does not hold for RCSBR:

there will be predictions of RCSBR in a “small” type structure that are not also predictions in a

5For the sake of precision, observe that type structure T also embodies certain contextual assumptions—it restricts
the hierarchical beliefs that players can hold. However, these restrictions are looser than in the type structure T

0.
6For a specific example, consider an ascending-clock auction, where players’ strategies specify how long to stay

in the auction as the price rises, as a function of what other bidders do. In such an auction, monotonicity may be
formalized as the assumption that, at any history, if a low-valuation bidder stays in, so does a high-valuation one.
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complete type structure. (The results in Chapter TK imply that this will be the case, for instance,

for the CoMOO game discussed here). We must therefore refine our question, or more precisely split

it in two.

One possible sub-question is, “What are the predictions of RCSBR if we want to allow any

contextual assumption?” The answer is then to look at the behavioral implications of RCSBR

across all type structures. Another sub-question is, “What are the predictions of RCSBR absent any

restriction on hierarchical conditional beliefs?” The answer is, of course, that we should look at the

behavioral implications in a complete type structure.

Both questions are equally interesting. If the analyst wants to allow for contextual assumptions

that she might not be aware of, but that the players may actually adhere to, then the first sub-

question is the right one to ask. If one is interested in analyzing “unfettered” forward-induction

reasoning, then the second sub-question is appropriate. In Chapter TK we shall see how to answer

both questions in a computationally e�cient way.

4.8.3 How about backward-induction reasoning?

This section introduced RCIBR and RCSBR as di↵erent ways to formalize the basic idea that

players reason about each other’s strategic rationality. While our analysis has led naturally to

forward-induction reasoning, the reader may wonder whether backward-induction reasoning can also

be understood as a possible way to translate intuitions about players ‘thinking’ that their co-players

are rational, etc.

The answer to this question is a�rmative; however, we defer a detailed analysis to Chapter

TK. The reason is that, at a fundamental level, backward-induction reasoning involves a notion of

mistakes or trembles—an intuition that players may sometimes not do what they originally intended

to. To formalize this in a rigorous epistemic model, it is necessary to represent both what a player

actually does and what she plans to do. A convenient way to do so is to extend the definition of

type structure (Def. 4.1) so that each type holds conditional beliefs over every player’s strategies,

incluing her own. Then, at any state (s, t), one can then interpret player i’s beliefs about Si as

player i’s plan, and player i’s strategy si as a representation of i’s actual choices.

Since type structures are the fundamental tool of our analysis, we do not take such an extension

lightly. Chapter TK elaborates upon its proposed interpretation, and the formal connections with

the type structures we use everywhere else in this book (i.e., structures wherein types map to beliefs

about co-players only). Backward-induction reasoning naturally belongs in that chapter.

For the time being, we do point out that, in generic perfect-information games, RCSBR in a

su�ciently rich type structure yields the backward-induction outcome: see for instance the analysis

of the centipede game in Example 4.11. We elaborate on this connection in Chapter TK.
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4.9 Discussion

We also examined the implications of RCIBR and RCSBR in specific games of interest. This section

delves a bit deeper: it investigates and compares properties of conditional and strong belief, and

discusses their implications.

4.9.1 Properties of belief operators

Recall from Chapter TK that the belief operator in Definition TK satisfies the important properties of

Monotonicity, Conjunction, and Marginalization. We first note that all notions of belief discussed in

the present chapter—conditional, and in particular initial belief; full belief; and strong belief—satisfy

Conjunction and Marginalization. Conditional, initial and full belief also satisfy Monotonicity.

Property 4.1 (Conjunction) Fix a compact metric space ⌦, a countable collection F fo clopen

conditioning events, and a CPS p 2 C(⌦, E).

(i) If p believes E1, E2, . . . conditional on F 2 F , then p believes \mEm conditional on F .

(ii) If p initially believes E1, E2, . . ., then p initially believes \mEm.

(iii) If p fully believes E1, E2, . . ., then p fully believes \mEm.

(iv) If p strongly believes E1, E2, . . ., then p strongly believes \mEm.

Proof. Since each E1, E2, . . . is Borel, \mEm is also Borel. Fix an arbitrary F 2 F ; by assumption,

p believes E1, E2, . . . conditional on F , i.e., p(Em
|F ) = 1 for m = 1, 2, . . . . But then p(\mEm

|F ) =

1, i.e., p believes \mEm conditional on F . This proves (i) and (ii); the proof of (iii) is left as an (easy)

exercise. For (iv), let F 2 F be such that \mEm
\ F 6= ;. Then, for each m, Em

\ F 6= ; and so,

using the fact that p strongly believes each Em, p(Em
|F ) = 1 for each m. Thus, p(\mEm

|F ) = 1,

as required.

To define the marginalization property, fix compact metric spaces ⌦1,⌦2 and let (⌦1,F) a con-

ditional probability space. Then, (⌦1 ⇥ ⌦2,F ⇥ ⌦2) is also a conditional probability space. With

this is in mind:

Property 4.2 (Marginalization) Fix compact metric spaces ⌦1,⌦2 and let (⌦1,F) a conditional

probability space. Fix also a CPS p 2 C(⌦1 ⇥⌦2,F ⇥⌦2) and an event E ✓ ⌦1 ⇥⌦2 with proj⌦1
E

is Borel.

(i) If p believes E conditional on F ⇥ ⌦2 2 F ⇥ ⌦2, then marg ⌦1
p 2 C(⌦1,F) believes proj⌦1

E

conditional on F .

(ii) If p initially believes E, then marg ⌦1
p 2 C(⌦1,F) initially believes proj⌦1

E.

(iii) If p fully believes E, then marg ⌦1
p 2 C(⌦1,F) fully believes proj⌦1

E.

(iv) If p strongly believes E, then marg ⌦1
p 2 C(⌦1,F) strongly believes proj⌦1

E.
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Proof. If (E is Borel and) p(E|F ⇥ ⌦2) = 1, then, since by assumption proj⌦1
E is Borel in ⌦1, so

proj⌦1
E ⇥ ⌦2 is Borel in ⌦1 ⇥ ⌦2, and

marg ⌦1
p(proj⌦1

E|F ) = p(proj⌦1
E ⇥ ⌦2|F ⇥ ⌦2) � p(E|F ⇥ ⌦2) = 1,

where the leftmost term is the component of the marginal CPS marg ⌦1
p indexed by F . Thus,

marg ⌦1
p does believe proj⌦1

E conditional on F , as claimed in (i). (ii) is the special case F = ⌦1.

(iii) is left as an easy exercise.

For (iv), fix some event F 2 F such that F \ proj⌦1
E 6= ;. Then, (F ⇥ ⌦2) \ E 6= ;. So, p

must believe proj⌦1
E conditional on F ⇥ ⌦2, which by (i) implies that proj⌦1

p believes proj⌦1
E

conditional on F , as required.

Property 4.3 (Monotonicity) Fix a compact metric space ⌦, a countable collection F fo clopen

conditioning events, a CPS p 2 C(⌦, E), and two events D,E ✓ ⌦ such that D ✓ E.

(i) If p believes D conditional on F 2 F and E is Borel, then p believes E conditional on F .

(ii) If p initially believes D and E is Borel, then p initially believes E.

(iii) If p fully believes D and E is Borel, then p fully believes E.

Proof. If D and E are Borel and p(D|F ) = 1, then p(E|F ) � p(D|F ) = 1, as per (i); (ii) is the

special case F = ⌦ 2 F . Again, (iii) is left as an easy exercise.

On the other hand, as we illustrated in the preceding subsection, strong belief does not satisfy

Monotonicity. That is, in general, if p 2 C(⌦,F) strongly believes E1, and E2
� E1, then p need

not strongly believe E2.

The Conjunction and Marginalization properties will be useful in the following Chapter, where

it will be shown that the behavioral implications of RCIBR and RCSBR can be characterized by

suitable solution concepts.

4.9.2 Forward induction and Best Rationalization Revisited

A closer look at the epistemic condition of RCSBR provides further insight on the nature of fully

sophisticated forward-induction reasoning.

First, recall that the belief operator defined in Chapter TK satisfies the property ofMonotonicity :

if player i believes E�i, and E�i implies (is contained in) F�i, then i also believes F�i. The same

is true for the conditional belief operator of Definition 4.4. However, strong belief is not monotonic.

An illustration can be found in Example ??. Consider type t�
b
of Bo. As noted in the ex-

ample, this type does not strongly believe R1
a,s

= Ra: there are rational strategy-type pairs of

Bob that play Burn in the epistemic game under consideration, but they all prescribe the subse-

quent choice of C, whereeas t�
b
expects Ann to follow Burn with M . However, consider the event

R5
a,s

= {(Normal -C, t00
a
)} ( Rb. This event is not consistent with Ann choosing Burn at �, so strong
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belief in R5
a,s

has no implications for beliefs conditional on the history (Burn); moreover, t�
b
assigns

probability one to it at � and also after (Normal). Therefore, t�
b
strongly believes R5

a,s
, but does not

strongly believe its superset Rb.

This example clarifies why this can happen. It is of course true that, at every information set

where a type assigns probability one to an event E�i, she automatically also assigns probability one

to any superset F�i of E�i. However, there may be information sets h that are consistent with the

larger event F�i, but not with the smaller event E�i. Strong belief in F�i requires that the type

assign probability one to F�i conditional on h, but strong belief in E�i does not ensure this. If E�i

is inconsistent with h, strong belief in E�i does not imply any restrictions on beliefs conditional on

h. In the example, the critical information set is (Burn), which is consistent with the larger event

Ra, but not with the smaller event R5
a,s

.

It turns out that the non-monotonicity of strong belief is a blessing in disguise. Let us ‘unpack’

the inductive definition of the events Rm

a,s
for m = 1, . . . , 4, for a two-player game (i = a, b):

R1

a,s
= Ra

R2

a,s
= R1

a,s
\ SB a(R

1

b,s
) = Ra \ SB a(Rb)

R3

a,s
= R2

a,s
\ SB a(R

2

b,s
) = Ra \ SB a(Rb) \ SB a

�
Rb \ SB b(Ra)

�
.

Consider in particular R3
a,s

. Clearly, Rb ✓ Rb \ SB b(Ra); however, due to the non-monotonicity of

strong belief, SB a(Rb \ SB b(Ra)) is not a subset of SB a(Rb) in general, and therefore SB a(Rb) \

SB a(Rb \ SB b(Ra)) is not the same as just SB a(Rb \ SB b(Ra)) in general. Separately assuming

strong belief of the two nested events Rb and Rb \ SB b(Ra) has substantive meaning. So, what is

it?

In any given dynamic game, we can partition the information sets of Ann in three groups: (i)

those inconsistent with Rb, which are obviously also inconsistent with Rb \ SB b(Ra); (ii) those

consistent with Rb but not with Rb \ SB b(Ra); and (iii) those consistent with Rb \ SB b(Ra), which

are obviously also consistent with Rb. Strong belief in Rb requires that Ann assign probability one

to Rb at information sets in groups (ii) and (iii). Strong belief in Rb \ SB b(Ra) requires that Ann

assign probability one to Rb \ SB b(Ra) at information sets in group (iii).

By requiring strong belief in Rb and Rb\SB b(Ra) separately, we ensure that, at every information

set, Ann adopt the most sophisticated assumption about Bob that is consistent with observed play.

At histories in group (iii), Ann can adopt the most sophisticated hypothesis Rb \ SB b(Ra), and

hence he must believe this event. At histories in group (ii), Rb \ SB b(Ra) is contradicted, but Rb

is possible, and Ann must believe this event. Finally, at histories in group (i), even rationality is

contradicted, so there is no restriction on Ann’s beliefs.

More generally, for any m � 1,

Rm

i,s
= Ri \

\m�1

`=1
SB i(R

`

�i,s
). (4.4)
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and indeed \
m�1

Rm

i,s
= Ri \

\
m�1

SB i(R
m

�i,s
).

Since we equated higher-order events Rm

�i,s
with more sophisticated forward-induction reasoning, we

can interpret RCSBR, and hence fully sophisticated forward-induction reasoning, as follows: at any

information set, players interpret their co-players’ moves according to the most sophisticated form

of forward-induction reasoning that is consistent with observed play. Battigalli (1996) calls this the

“Best Rationalization Principle.”

To illustrate, return to Example ??, and consider Bob’s type t000
b
. Suppose that Bob observes

Burn. As we noted above, this is inconsistent with R5
a,s

, so obviously no type, including t000
b
, can

possibly believe R5
a,s

conditional on observing Burn. On the other hand, R4
a,s

is consistent with Ann

playing Burn. Bob’s type t000
b

believes R4
a,s

, and for this reason it satisfies the Best Rationalization

principle: she believes that Ann is as sophisticated a forward-induction reasoner as he can be, given

the evidence from game play.

Now consider Bob’s type t0
b
. Observe that Normal is consistent with both R1

a,s
and R2

a,s
. However,

upon observing Normal , Bob’s type t0
b
believes R1

a,s
but not the more sophisticated forward-induction

assumption R2
a,s

. Thus, type t0
b
does not satisfy the Best Rationalization principle. Indeed, this type

is eventually eliminated by RCSBR.

4.9.3 RCSBR and on-path RCBR

We noted in Section 4.6 (Connections 4.3) that the literature has considered the notion of rationality

and “on-path” common belief of rationality—that is, (R)CBR at all information sets on a given play

path in a perfect-information game. In Connections 4.3, the path was determined by non-epistemic

considerations (in particular, the notion of “relevant” histories), and we asked whether it was possible

for RCBR to hold conditional on each history on that path. We now show that, in any extensive

game with observable actions7, RCBR will hold at all histories consistent with RCSBR; in this case,

the path of interest is thus endogenously determined via the epistemic conditions of RCSBR, rather

than exogenously given.

Analogously to the notation in Connections 4.3, and for any given type structure, let

Q = {v 2 V : [S(v) \ T ] \
\

m

Rm

s
6= ;}, R1

i,Q = Ri, Rm+1

i,Q = Rm

i,Q \

\
v2Q

Bi,{v}(R
m

�i,Q).(4.5)

The set Q collects all histories v that are consistent with RCSBR in the type structure under

consideration. Hence, Rm

Q reflects the assumption of rationality and m-th order mutual belief in

rationality at every history consistent with RCSBR.

7Recall that a game has observable actions if every information set is a singleton. This allows for multiple players
to have non-trivial actions at a history, though the actions they take are observed by all players. Perfect-information
games are a special case in which there are no simultaneous actions.
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Proposition 4.1 In any dynamic epistemic game (�, T ), for all m = 1, 2, . . . ,, Rm

s
✓ Rm

Q , so

\mRm

s
✓ \mRm

Q .

Proof. The claim is immediate for m = 1, as R1
s
= R = R1

Q. Arguing by induction, assume

that the claim is true for some m � 1 and consider (s, t) 2 Rm+1
s

. Then also (s, t) 2 Rm

s
and

so, by the inductive hypothesis, (s, t) 2 Rm

Q ; it remains to be shown that, for all v 2 Q and all i,

(si, ti) 2 Bi,{v}(R
m

�i,Q): that is, ti believes R
m

�i,Q conditional on {v}.

Fix one such v 2 Q. Then, by definition, [S(v)\T ]\
T

`
R`

s
6= ;. Hence, [S�i(v)\T�i]\

T
`
R`

�i,s
6=

;, so a fortiori [S�i(v)\T�i]\Rm

�i,,s
6= ;. But by assumption (si, ti) 2 Rm+1

i,s
, so ti strongly believes

Rm

�i,s
. Since [S�i(v) \ T�i] \ Rm

�i,,s
6= ;, this implies that ti believes Rm

�i,s
conditional on {v}. But

by the induction hypothesis Rm

�i,s
✓ Rm

�i,Q, so by Property 4.3 (Monotonicity) ti believes Rm

�i,Q

conditional on {v}, as required.

Recall that the epistemic conditions in Connections 4.3 are non-trivial (i.e., they identify a non-

empty set of states) only in a small class of perfect-information games that, for instance, does not

include the Centipede. By way of contrast, Proposition 4.1 implies that “RCBR on the RCSBR

path” will be a non-trivial epistemic condition whenever RCSBR is non-trivial. For instance, this is

the case in su�ciently rich type structures (this is a consequence of results in Chapter TK).

4.10 Independence

In this section we discuss notions of “independent updating” and the interplay of such independence

assumptions with the other epistemic assumptions considered so far. Since we use letter “i” to refer

to independence, here we make an exception to our rule and denote a generic player by j. Also,

for the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention to games with observable deviators: for every

player j and every information set h 2 Hj ,

S(h) = ⇥k2ISk(h).

This means that each player’s information about co-players can be disentangled into separate pieces

of information about each co-player. With this, recall that CPS pj 2 C(S�j ⇥ T�j ,Sj) satisfies

independence across j’s co-players, or is �j-independent, if there is a profile of marginal CPSs

(pjk)k 6=j 2 ⇥k 6=jC(Sk ⇥ Tk,Sjk) such that, for every h 2 Hj ,

pj(·|S�j(h)⇥ T�j) = ⇥k 6=jpjk(·|Sk(h)⇥ Tk).

This means that if j has the same information about co-player k at two information sets h0, h00
2 Hj ,

then j has the same conditional marginal belief about k given h0 and h00:

Remark 4.3 If CPS pj satisfies independence across co-players, for all h0, h00
2 Hj and k 6= j,

Sk(h
0) = Sk(h

00) ) marg
Sk⇥Tk

pj(·|S�j(h
0)⇥ T�j) = marg

Sk⇥Tk
pj(·|S�j(h

00)⇥ T�j).
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From now on, we refer to independence across co-players simply as “independence.” Of course,

independence does not matter only in games with only two players, like those in Figures 4.1 and

4.3. In games with three or more players, a new issue arises. Each player j holds beliefs about the

play and the beliefs of co-players k 6= j. As in Chapter TK, this may in general be a correlated

belief, in the sense that the independence condition may fail. The following example demonstrates

that such failures may be crucial to justify a strategy profiles as consistent with RCIBR, or with

RCSBR.

rAnn La

Da

2,2,2

rBob `

d

1,1,1

rCharlie Lc

Dc

0,0,0

3,3,3

Figure 4.6: A three-player sequential coordination game

Example 4.15 Consider the three-person dynamic coordination game in Figure 4.6. Arguing in-

formally first, suppose that Bob initially believes that (i) both Ann and Charlie are rational, and

that (ii) Ann believes that Bob would choose d at (La). This implies that Bob’s first-order beliefs

assign probability one to the profile (Da, Lc) at �. Of course, upon observing that Ann chose La,

Bob needs to revise his beliefs. Whether or not Bob continues to believe that Ann is rational is

immaterial—Ann has no further move to make. On the other hand, whether or not Bob continues

to believe that Charlie is rational is relevant to the analysis: if Ann’s unexpected move somehow

convinces Bob that Charlie is irrational and may play D with su�ciently high probability, Bob will

best-respond with d. But, if Bob continues to believe that Charlie is rational, then he must expect

L, and hence best-respond with `. In turn, whether or not Bob changes her beliefs about Charlie’s

rationality is also relevant to Ann’s decision: if Ann believes that Bob is rational, but will indeed

become convinced that Charlie is irrational upon reaching the second node, then indeed Ann should

expect Bob to play d, in which case it is a best reply for her to choose D. If, on the other hand,

Ann believes that Bob will not change his mind about Charlie’s rationality, then she should expect

Bob to play `, and hence best-respond with La.

The assumptions of RCIBR and RCSBR, as formulated in Definitions 4.8 and 4.12, allow both

possibilities. For this reason, the actions {La, Da} for Ann and {`, d} for Bob can both be consistent

with RCIBR and RCSBR, depending on the type structure under consideration. To see this, first

consider the simple type structure T described in Table 4.3.

Actions Da, d and, respectively, Lc are sequential best replies for types t1
a
, t1

b
and, respectively,

t1
c
(Charlie has a conditionally dominant choice, so her beliefs are irrelevant for her rationality).

Hence, (Da, t1a) 2 Ra = R1

a,�
= R1

a,s
, (d, t1

b
) 2 Rb = R1

b,�
= R1

b,s
, and (Lc, t1c) 2 Rc = R1

c,�
= R1

c,s
.

Furthermore, t1
a
initially assigns probability one to

�
(d, t1

b
), (Lc, t1c)

�
and hence to R1

b,�
⇥R1

c,�
and

R1

b,s
⇥ R1

c,s
; similarly for t1

b
and t1

c
. Therefore, we conclude that (Da, t1a) 2 R2

a,�
, (d, t1

b
) 2 R2

b,�
, and
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Player a
�a,�(t1a) = �a,(La)

(t1
a
)

`, t1
b

d, t1
b

Lc, t1c 0 1
Dc, t1c 0 0

�a,(La,`)
(t1

a
)

`, t1
b

Lc, t1c p
Dc, t1c 1� p

Player b
�b,�(t1b)

Lc, t1c Dc, t1c
La, t1a 0 0
Da, t1a 1 0

�b,(La)
(t1

b
) = �b,(La,`)

(t1
b
)

Lc, t1c Dc, t1c
La, t1a 0 1

Player c
�c,�(t1c)

`, t1
b

d, t1
b

La, t1a 0 0
Da, t1a 0 1

�c,(La)
(t1

c
) = �c,(La,`)

(t1
c
)

`, t1
b

d, t1
b

La, t1a 1 0

Table 4.3: Type structure T for the three-player game in Figure 4.6

(Lc, t1c) 2 R2

c,�
. By an easy induction argument, we can conclude that D for Ann and d for Bob are

consistent with RCIBR.

Next, note that, in the type structure T , the empty history � is the only non-terminal one

consistent with rationality. Therefore, strong belief in rationality cannot have any bite, and RCSBR

coincides with RCIBR.

A key feature of this type structure is that the CPS of t1
b
does not exhibit independence across

co-players: At the beginning of the game t1
b
believes that Charlie would play Lc; but, upon observing

choice La by Ann, t1
b
believes that Charlie would play Dc. If Bob’s CPS satisfied independence and

Bob initially believed that Charlie is rational, then Bob would keep expecting Lc from Charlie also

after Ann’s move, and rationality would make Bob choose `. Anticipating this, Ann would play La.

We now consider an expanded type structure, denoted T
0. Loosely speaking, this type structures

comprises all the types in T , but also adds a new type t2
j
for each player j, which does satisfy

independence. Formally, in type structure T
0, for every player j, the type space is Tj = {t1

j
, t2

j
},

and the belief map �j is such that, for every non-terminal history h, �j,h(t1j ) is as per Table 4.3 and

�j,h(t2j ) is given in Table 4.4.

It can be verified that (1) the sequential best reply of each type t2
i
is to go across (“leave”),

and (2) {(La, t2a)}⇥ {(`, t2
b
)}⇥ {(Lc, t2c)} is a self-evident event; therefore, the added types t2

i
satisfy

both common initial belief and common strong belief in rationality and independence. Thus, in

the enlarged type structure, RCIBR is consistent with both (Da, d, Lc) and (La, `, Lc), whereas
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�a,h(t2a)

`, t2
b

other
Lc, t2c 1 0
other 0 0

�b,h(t2b)

Lc, t2c other
La, t2a 1 0
other 0 0

�c,�(t2c)

`, t2
b

other
La, t2a 1 0
other 0 0

Table 4.4: Type structure T
0 for the game of Figure 4.6; beliefs for types t1

j
are as in Table 4.3.

rationality, independence and common initial belief in rationality and independence select (La, `, Lc).

The same behavioral implication – (La, `, Lc) – obtains with RCSBR in the enlarged type structure

(this is an example of the non-monotonicity of forward-induction reasoning). [TODO: I think this

needs to be rethought...]

These considerations suggest that it may be interesting to complement the epistemic assumptions

of RCIBR and RCSBR with the contextual assumption that players hold independent beliefs. The

preceding example shows that independence can indeed change the behavioral implications of RCIBR

and RCSBR; Chapter TK provides characterizations of the sets of strategies that are consistent with

these epistemic assumptions.

A novel issue arises when considering how the logic of best-rationalization that underlies RCSBR

should be formalized in an environment where players have independent beliefs. Specifically, it

seems reasonable to also assume that each player j separately rationalizes the observed behavior of

each co-player k; in particular, it seems reasonable to assume that each j strongly believes in the

rationality of k, for each co-player k 6= j. We call this new principle independent rationaization.

To formalize it, consider the following modification of Definition 4.12:

R1,⇤
j,s

= Rj , Rm+1,⇤
j,s

= Rm,⇤
j,s

\

\

k 6=j

SB j(R
m,⇤
k,s

⇥ S�jk ⇥ T�jk), (4.6)

where

S�jk ⇥ T�jk = ⇥` 6=j,kS` ⇥ T`.

One can show by standard arguments that the subsets Rm,⇤
j,s

(m 2 N) are indeed events about j,

that is, Borel sets in Sj ⇥Tj . Also note that, in two-person games, Rm,⇤
j,s

= Rm

j,s
: that is, one obtains

RCIBR and RCSBR, as in Definition 4.12.

Given the observable deviators assumption, Eq. (4.6) says that j believes Rm,⇤
k,s

as long as his

observations about k’s behavior do not contradict Rm

k,s
. More formally:

Remark 4.4 In every game with observable deviators, for every j 2 I and m � 1,

Rm+1,⇤
j,s

= Rm,⇤
j,s

\

n
(sj , tj) : 8k 6= j, 8h 2 Hj , R

m,⇤
k,s

\ Sk(h)⇥ Tk 6= ; ) �j,h(tk)
⇣
Rm,⇤

k,s
⇥ S�jk ⇥ T�jk

⌘
= 1

o
.
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Proof. Fix any tuple of Borel sets (Ek)k 6=j , where each event Ek is about k, for k 6= j. For every

h 2 Hj and k 6= i, the observable deviators assumption implies

(Ek ⇥ S�jk ⇥ T�jk) \ (S�j(h)⇥ T�j) = (Ek \ Sk(h)⇥ Tk)⇥ (⇥` 6=j,kS`(h)⇥ T`) .

Thus,

(Ek ⇥ S�jk ⇥ T�jk) \ (S�j(h)⇥ T�j) 6= ; () Ek \ Sk(h)⇥ Tk 6= ;,

which implies that

SB j(Ek⇥S�jk⇥T�jk) = {(sj , tj) : 8h 2 Hj , Ek \ Sk(h)⇥ Tk 6= ; ) �j,h(tk)(Ek ⇥ S�jk ⇥ T�jk) = 1} .

Hence,

\

k 6=j

SB j(Ek ⇥ S�jk ⇥ T�jk)

= {(sj , tj) : 8k 6= j, 8h 2 Hj , Ek \ Sk(h)⇥ Tk 6= ; ) �j,h(tk)(Ek ⇥ S�jk ⇥ T�jk) = 1} .

If (sj , tj) 2
T
k 6=j

SB j(R
m,⇤
k,s

⇥ S�jk ⇥ T�jk), we say that player j comes up with “independent

rationalizations (at level m)” of the observed behaviors of distinct co-players. Given that j is

assumed to hold independent beliefs about co-player, this version of forward-induction reasoning

seems more natural and compelling than assuming “ joint rationalization,” i.e. strong belief in

Rm

�j,is
.

In the second type structure of Example 4.15, where all types have independent beliefs, ⇥j2IRm

j,�
=

⇥j2IR
m,⇤
j,s

= {(La, t2a)}⇥ {(`, t2
b
)}⇥ {(Lc, t2c)} for every m > 1. [TODO: see example; do we need to

expand? Right now it’s not very exciting.]

Of course, Rm

j,�
✓ Rm,⇤

j,s
for every m. This can be easily established by induction, once we notice

that for every pair of Cartesian events E�j = ⇥k 6=jEk, F�j = ⇥k 6=jFk,

E�j ✓ F�j )

\

k 6=j

SB j(Ek ⇥ S�jk ⇥ T�jk) ✓ B j,�(F�j).

[Exercise?] In the example, RCIBR and the epistemic assumptions in Equation (4.6) happen to

be equivalent, but we already know from the analysis of two-person games that the inclusion may

be strict.

One issue that is not clarified by the analysis of the example above is whether assuming indepen-

dent rather than joint rationalization on top of independent beliefs really matters. That is, consider

a type structure with independent beliefs. Are the behavioral implications of RCSBR (which re-

flects joint rationalization) the same or di↵erent from the implications of the epistemic conditions in
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(4.6), which reflect independent rationalization? If “behavioral implications” means “implications

about the path of play,” then we do not know the answer: We are not aware of examples where the

path-implications are di↵erent, and we do not know the proof of a theorem that says they are the

same. However, the following example shows that there are games where the di↵erence matter for

choices at unreached information sets.

rAnn La

Da

1,*,*

rBob `
0

d
0

0,1,*

rCharlie Lc

Dc

0,0,1

rBob `
00

d
00

0,0,0

0,2,2

Figure 4.7: A perfect-information game

Example 4.16 In the game of Figure 4.7, Da is dominated for Ann, and `0-d00 is conditionally dom-

inated fob Bob; therefore, these strategies are inconsistent with rationality in every type structure.

On the other hand, `0-`00 is consistent with rationality in every structure containing a type tb of Bob

such that �b,(La)
(tb) (Lc) � 1/2 (to ease notation we write �j,h(tj)(sk) for the marginal probability

assigned by tj to sk conditional on h). If, in such a type structure, a type tc of Charlie performs

independent rationalization, then upon observing (La, `0), type tc must rationalize `0 and assign

probability one to strategy `0-`00: �c,(La,`
0)(tc) (`

0-`00) = 1. The unique sequential best response to

the CPS of such a type of Charlie is Lc. For every type tb of Bob that anticipates Charlie’s ra-

tionalization of choice `0, the sequential best reply is `0-`00. On the other hand, it is easily shown

by example that a type t0
c
with an independent CPS that only performs joint rationalization may

assign a high probability to `0-d00 conditional on (La, `0) , which justifies strategy Dc as a sequential

best reply. Therefore, in every “su�ciently rich” type structure, such as the canonical one, having

independent rationalization, rather than joint rationalization, on top of independent beliefs, makes

a di↵erence for players’ strategies. The type structure in Table 4.5 illustrates this.

One can verify by inspection that the beliefs of each type of each player satisfy independence:

whenever a player obtains information about the behavior of a co-player that contradicts his previous

belief about him, he only changes his marginal belief about him or her. That is, independence is

a contextual assumption in this type structure. Furthermore, each type of each player strongly

believes that the co-players are rational. In particular, type t2
c
strongly believes in R�c despite the

fact that at (La, `0) he believes that Bob is irrational. In fact, La contradicts Ra hence also R�c,

therefore strong belief in R�c has no implication for beliefs after La. With this, it is not hard to
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Player a

�a,h(t1a), h 2 Ha

`0-`00, t1
b

other
Lc, t1c 1 0
other 0 0

�a,�(t2a) = �a,(La)
(t2

a
)

other d0, t2
b

other 0 0
Dc, t2c 0 1

�a,(La,`
0)(t

2
a
)

other `0-`00, t1
b

other 0 0
Dc, t2c 0 1

�a,(La,`
0,Lc)

(t2
a
)

other `0-`00, t1
b

Lc, t1c 0 1
other 0 0

Player b

�b,�(t1b)

Lc, t1c other
other 0 0
Da, t1a 1 0

�b,h(t1b), h 2 Hb\{�}

Lc, t1c other
La, t1a 1 0
other 0 0

�b,�(t2b)

other Dc, t2c
other 0 0
Da, t2a 0 1

�b,(La)
(t2

b
) = �b,(La,`

0)(t
2

b
)

other Dc, t2c
La, t2a 0 1
other 0 0

�b,(La,`
0,Lc)

(t2
b
)

Lc, t1c other
La, t2a 1 0
other 0 0

Player c

�c,�(t1c)

`0-`00, t1
b

other
other 0 0
Da, t1a 1 0

�c,h(t1c), h 2 Hc\{�}

`0-`00, t1
b

other
La, t1a 1 0
other 0 0

�c,�(t2c)

other d0, t2
b

other 0 0
Da, t2a 0 1

�c,(La)
(t2

c
)

other d0, t2
b

La, t2a 0 1
other 0 0

�c,(La,`
0)(t

2
c
) = �c,(La,`

0,Lc)
(t2

c
)

`0-d00, t2
b

other
La, t2a 1 0
other 0 0

Table 4.5: A type structure for the three-player game of Figure 4.7.
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verify that

1\

m=1

Rm,⇤
s

= {(Da, t
1

a
)}⇥ {(`0-`00, t1

b
)}⇥ {(Lc, t

1

c
)}, whereas

1\

m=1

Rm

s
= {(Da, t

1

a
), (Da, t

2

a
)}⇥ {(`0-`00, t1

b
), (d0, t2

b
)}⇥ {(Lc, t

1

c
), (Dc, t

2

c
)}.

Thus, adding independent rationalization to independent beliefs rules out Dc for Charlie to continue

at (La, `0) and, therefore, it also rules out d0 for Bob. ⇤

4.A Appendix: Exercises

1. Give an example of an extensive form game satisfying perfect recall, so that S(h) is a strict

subset of
Q

i2I
Si(h). [TODO: move to Appendix with def of game]

2. Describe in words the hierarchies of conditional beliefs of type ta in Figure 4.2.

3. Construct the ⇣ map inductively. Show that two strategies are realization-equivalent i↵ they

allow the same histories and di↵er only at histories they disallow.

4. Behavioral and realization equivalence.

5. Show that full belief satisfies the Conjunction, Marginalization and Monotonicity properties.

6. Consider an extensive game with observed actions. Fix a first-order belief p 2 P(S�i) for

player i. For every s�i 2 S�i and every v 2 V , let sv�i
2 S�i be the strategy profile that (i)

reaches v and (ii) agrees with s�i everywhere, except possibly on the path to v. Formally, if

v0 � v and (v0, a) � v, then sv�i
(v0) = a�i; otherwise s�i(v0) = s�i(v). For every v 2 V , define

q(·|S�i(v)) 2 �(S�i) by pv(s�i) = p({r�i : rv�i
= s�i}). Show that q =

�
q(·|S�i(v))

�
v2V

is a

CPS with conditioning events {S�i(v) : v 2 V }.

7. Exercise on forward induction reasoning
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